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other parts of Central Asia. His brilliant chapter "The Spread of
Maturidism," in his Religious Schools and Sects in Medieval Islam
(London: Variorum Reprints, 1985) provides an important
background to all research on the intellectual history of
Transoxanian Hanafism.
'Ala' al-Din Mul).ammad ibn Al).mad al-Samarqandi was a
prominent representative of the Samarqandi school in theology
as well as in law. He was a student of Abii 1-l:lasan Al-Bazdawi (d.
1089 in Samarqand) and of the famous theologian and jurist Abu
1-Mu'in al-Nasafi (d. 1114). His shari;! is an influential commentary on Maturidi's Ta'wilat. 'Ala' al-Din al-Samarqandi migrated
from Samarqand to Syria, where he died in 1144.
Kasaru, Badti'i' al-~ana'i', vol. 2, pp. 88-9.
Ibid., p. 88.
Ibid., line 29.

4
Humanism in Isma'ili Thought: The Case of the
Rasa'il Ikhwan al-$afa' (The Epistles of the
Sincere Brethren and Faithful Friends)
Ismail K. Poonawala *

Cultural historians are divided as to whether the term "humanism," a product of the Graeco-Roman humanitas ideal, can be
applied to the world of medieval Islam. In his chapter entitled "alNa~a al-insaniyya fi'l-fikr al-'arabi" (The Humanist Trend in
Arab Thought), 'Abd al-Ral:rman Badawi, reflecting on humanism
in Arab thought, states that Greek culture was not unique in
creating a humanist ideal. Every high culture, he asserts, produces
this phenomenon in its own way. 1 A number of other scholars,
such as Louis Gardet, 2 and Mohammed Arkoun 3 have discussed
and elaborated on humanism as a feature of Arab-Islamic
civilization. In The Rise of Humanism in Classical Islam and the
Christian West, George Makdisi has covered all aspects of Islamic
learning and rendered the Arabic term adab as humanism. He
states:
In classical Islam, each of the two movements [i.e.
humanism and scholasticism] has its raison d'~tre, distinct
from the other; yet both sprang from concern for a common
source: the Sacred Scripture. The history of their developments is one of interaction in which there was conflict, but
never a clean break. The day of humanism dawned some
time before Islam's first century came to an end. The
movement arose because of deep concern for the purity of
the classical Arabic of the Koran as the living language, as
well as the liturgical language, of Islam. Scholasticism owed
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its rise to the struggle between opposing religious forces, the
conflict coming to a head in the third/ninth century
inquisition (mibna), over a century after the dawn of
humanism. 4

Historians of late antiquity could now agree that, from A. D.
200 to at least 700, the Mediterranean itself, a dearly defined
landscape, encrusted with millennia of experience of human
habitation and sharply distinguished from its northern and
southern neighbors by a unique ecology and lifestyle,
provided a center to western Europe which was notably
more palpable than was the somewhat disembodied notion
of a spiritual unity realized by the Catholic church. 10

The issue of humanism in Islam is further pursued by Joel
Kraemer. In an excellent article, "Humanism in the Renaissance of
Islam: A Preliminary Study," he has addressed the theoretical
issues raised by cultural historians. Subsequently in his book

Humanism in the Renaissance of Islam: The Cultural Revival
during the Buyid Age, Kraemer has revisited the debate and
reiterated that both terms, "Renaissance" and "Humanism,"
5
belong to Islam as a complex civilization.
It should be further noted that cultural historians and
Islamicists are also at odds over another question that is closely
intertwined with the first. It regards whether Islamic civilization
belonged to the Kulturkreis (cultural sphere) ofWestern Europesharing a common heritage of classical antiquity- or if it belonged
to another cultural orbit. 6 Those who support the former thesis
maintain that Islamic civilization was part of the cultural sphere of
the Mediterranean, which in turn was the underpinning of the
Graeco-Roman civilization.7 In the preface to The Jewish Discovery
of Islam, Martin Kramer stresses this very point and states:
The thread that runs through the contribution of Jewish
scholars of Islam is the denial of a dichotomy between East
and West. The Jewish discovery of Islam was not distinct
from Europe's; it was an inseparable part of it. But it was
overwhelming based against "Orientalism" as an ideology of
difference and supremacy.8
In his article "Narrative and Community in Islamic Late
Antiquity," Thomas Sizgorich has indicated that there are many
strands of cultural affinities between the early Islamic community
and the other communities of Late Antiquity.9 While discussing
Henri Pirennes's Mohammed and Charlemagne and Fernand
Braudel's The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the
Age of Philip II, Peter Brown states:
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In his The Rise of Humanism in Classical Islam, George Makdisi
has clearly demonstrated that not only did a common spirit
encapsulate the entire Mediterranean world during the Middle
Ages but scholasticism and humanism, two major intellectual
movements in medieval intellectual history, also carry the
signatures of classical Islam which is clearly legible in their
essential constituent elements. 11 It should be noted here that in
his article "Dominant Ideas in the Formation of Islamic Culture"
Georgia Levi Della Vida also has maintained that Islamic
civilization was an outgrowth of Hellenism, just as Islam itself
was an offshoot of the Judaeo-Christian religion. 12 These
thorough accounts, I believe, absolve me from any additional
obligation to address theoretical issues.
Both Mohammed Arkoun and Joel Kraemer have devoted
substantial parts of their studies concerning Islamic humanism to
the writings of Abu I:Iayyan al-Tawbidi (d. 414/1023), an erudite
litterateur who had considerable influence in literary and
philosophical circles in the latter part of the tenth century. It is
a strange coincidence that this study deals with the celebrated
encyclopedia, Rasa'il Ikhwan al-~afii' wa-khulliin al-wafa', whose
authors were accused by Abu I:Iayyan al-Tawbidi of harboring
heretical beliefs. This is not the time or the place to discuss
extensively the latter's story about the authorship of the Rasii'il
since I have dealt with it in greater detail in a separate, but yet
unpublished study. 13 It should be noted that there is a long
established tradition among the Mustacli-Tayyibis of Yemen going
back to the diicl Ibrahim al-I:Iamidi (d. 557/1162) which claims
that the Rasii'il were composed by the second hidden imam
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Al)mad b. cAbd Allah b. Mul)ammad b. lsmacil. This in turn
implies that the dating of the Rasii'il goes back to the middle or
the second half of the third/ninth century. Abbas Hamdani has
defended this position by arguing that the Rasii'il were composed
prior to the establishment of the Fatimid dynasty in North Africa.
The Ismacili character of the Rasa'il, in its broader sense, is no
longer in dispute. What is still disputed is the precise identity of its
authors within the lsmacili community. Although the exact
identity of the authors is beyond recovery this issue is closely tied
to the dating of the Rasii'il.
Coming back to our subject of inquiry, I would like to state that,
besides the question of their authorship, modern scholarship
concerning the Rasa'il has been preoccupied with analyzing the
contents of various epistles and indicating their ur (original)
sources, such as the legacy of Greece, that is, Pythagoreanism,
Platonism, Aristotelianism, Neoplatonism, as well as the JudeaChristian, Persian, Indian, Buddhist and Zoroastrian legends.
Other authors have focused on the different aspects of the
Ikhwan's thought: for example, cosmological doctrines, the theory
of the imamate, ethics, educational terms and political thought.
As far as I am able to ascertain, the theme of humanism in the
Rasa'il has not been previously explored. The following pages are,
therefore, a modest effort to present some of the most prominent
universal human characteristics espoused by the Ikhwan.
Webster's Third New International Dictionary defines humanism
as a doctrine, a set of attitudes, or a way of life centered upon
human interests or values. It adds that humanism is a philosophy
that asserts the essential dignity and worth of humankind and its
capacity to achieve self-realization through the use of reason. 14
When humanism ceases to be the principal concern of a society, it
is argued, barbarism ensues. Hence, humanism has become a
component of several specific philosophical systems, and has also
been incorporated into some religious schools of thought. It
entails a commitment to the search for truth and morality through
human means in support of human interests. Humanists endorse
a universal morality based on the commonality of human nature,

believing that solutions to human social and cultural problems
cannot be parochial. In addition to the above aspects the other
primary features of humanism described in various dictionaries
and encyclopedias are: (i) that it is committed to the pursuit of
knowledge, the adoption of both religious and non-religious
sciences as an educational and cultural ideal in the formation of
the human mind and character; (ii) it is also committed to
cosmopolitan values of tolerance and understanding between
different races and religions based on a conception of common
kinship and the unity of mankind. 15
Keeping in mind the aforementioned definition, I have
collected and organized the Ikhwan's views, which are scattered
throughout the 51 epistles in four volumes plus two summary
volumes (al-Risiila al-jiimica), under the following headings: 16
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1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
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Mankind's origin, his place in the universe and his
destiny.
. Rationalism and its limits.
Religious tolerance and the spirit of inclusiveness.
The Ikhwan's goal of providing a well-rounded education.
The Ikhwan's bold intellectual attempt to debate not
only the inherent tension generated by the anthropocentric view projected in heading number one (mankind's origin) and the ethical issues it raises, but also to
offer a provisional resolution to this dilemma. I think
that the latter theme is unique to the history of religious
thought in general and Islamic thought in particular.

Mankind's origin, his place in the universe and his destiny
Perhaps a good starting point when considering the rich, varied
and complex thought of the Ikhwan is to pose the question: what
did the Ikhwan themselves think they were trying to accomplish?
Or, what was their objective that they diligently pursued
throughout their epistles? It is my belief that if this question
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had been posed to the Ikhwan, their reply would have been similar
to Plotinus, who, when asked the same question on his deathbed, is
reported to have said: "I am trying to bring back the divine in us
••• " 17 A. H. Armstrong, author of The Architecture of the Intelligible
Universe in the Philosophy of Plotinus, 18 states that this ambiguous
statement can be interpreted in a variety of ways. Therefore, he
attempts to clarify the statement of Plotinus by saying:

In order to understand the origin of humans, their lofty
position in the universe and the destiny awaiting their soul's
return to the spiritual realm from whence it began, it is
appropriate to outline briefly the Ikhwan's cosmology.24
According to the Ikhwan, God transcends all thought and all
being. He is the One, the originator and the cause of all being. He
is unique in every respect and nothing can be predicated about
him. The universe, which is quite distinct from Him, is related to
God through its existence (wujud), permanence (baqii'), wholeness (tamiim) and perfection (kamiil). The universe is derived by
emanation Cfay(j,), whereas creation is understood as a form of
adaptation to theological language.
According to the philosophical system of the Ikhwan, the
superstructure of the hierarchy of beings originates with the
Intellect emanating from God. The Intellect, at times referred to as
the Universal Active Intellect (al-'aql al-kulli al-facciil} or the
Active Intellect (al-'aql al-facciif), is described as the first existent
being that emanates from God's munificence (jud) . It is a simple
spiritual substance with the qualities of permanence, wholeness
and perfection. The Intellect contains the forms of all things and is
in fact the cause of all causes. Second in the hierarchy is the Soul,
at times called the Universal Soul (al-nafs al-kulliya), which
emerges from the Intellect. It is a simple spiritual substance with
the qualities of permanence and wholeness but lacking in the
quality of perfection. Third in the hierarchy is Prime Matter (alhayiilii al-ulii), which gushes out from the Soul. It is a simple
spiritual substance that has permanence but lacks both wholeness
and perfection. It is also susceptible to form.
The cause of the Intellect's existence is God's munificence,
which springs out from Him. The Intellect instantaneously
(daj'af" wii/:lidaf") accepts God's munificence and virtues (i.e.
permanence, wholeness and perfection), without motion, time or
exertion, on account of its proximity to God. Because of its
perfection, its munificence and virtues overflow into the Soul. But
the latter's existence is through the intermediary of the Intellect,
hence the Soul is deficient in receiving virtues, and its rank is
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But if we come to understand as precisely as possible what
Plotinus meant by it, we shall be well on the way to
understanding his philosophy as a whole. Man for Plotinus
is in some sense divine, and the object of the philosophic life
is to understand this divinity and restore its proper
relationship (never, as we shall see, completely lost) with
the divine All and, in that All, to come to union with its
19
transcendent source, the One or Good.

With some modifications, what Armstrong said of Plotinus is
applicable to the Ikhwan. The human soul, according to them, is
part of the Universal Soul and belongs to the realm of the spiritual
world that transcends the physical world of generation and
corruption. It is therefore divine. The philosophical structure and
the cosmology of the Rasa'il, with some adaptations, are derived
20
from Neoplatonism and Neopythagoreanism. One might also
ask the question: why were the Ikhwan specifically attracted to
Neoplatonism? In reply we can say that the Ikhwan were not the
only ones fascinated by Neoplatonism. Other groups in Islam as
well as in Judaism and Christianity were equally fascinated for
many different reasons. First, within the Greek tradition
Neoplatonism had become an integral component. And when
the Greek tradition was translated into Arabic and transmitted to
21
the Muslims, the latter inherited that legacy. Second, it was
significant to all the revealed religions since it tried to
accommodate God, described as the first principle of reality, or
22
the One who is beyond Intellect (or reason) and being. Third,
Neoplatonism offered support to the notion in revealed religions
that God, the divinity, is active, not just an intellectual concept
23
intellectualizing about itself.
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below that of the Intellect. To procure goodness and virtue, the
Soul sometimes turns to the Intellect and at other times to Matter.
Consequently, when it turns to the Intellect for goodness, it is
distracted from doing good to Matter, and vice versa.
Being imperfect, the Soul becomes attached to Matter, which
lacks not only virtues but also the desire to receive them. The Soul,
therefore, must tum to Matter, take special care in its
advancement by acting on Matter and by making manifest the
virtues inherent in it. Hence, the Soul is afflicted with exertion,
hardship and misery in reforming and perfecting the Matter.
When the Matter accepts the virtues, it attains wholeness, and
simultaneously the Soul achieves its own perfection. When the
Soul turns to the Intellect, it becomes attached to it and united
with it, thus attaining tranquility.
The process of emanation terminates with Prime Matter. As the
Soul acts on Prime Matter, it receives its first form that includes
three dimensions (length, breadth and depth), thereby becoming
the Absolute Body (al-jism al-mutlaq) or Universal Matter (hayilla
'1-kull). Thereupon begins the realm of the composite ('iilam almurakkabiit). Next, the Absolute Body takes its first form, which is
circular because this is the best form. Thus, the spheres and the
stars are formed from the Absolute Body. Subsequently the nine
spheres emerge, beginning with the outermost sphere (al-falak almu}:lit), which encompasses all spheres. Next to it is the sphere of
fixed stars lfalak al-kawakib al-thabita), followed by the spheres of
Saturn lfalak zu}Jal), Jupiter lfalak al-mushtari), Mars lfalak almirrikh), the Sun lfalak al-shams), Venus lfalak al-zuhara),
Mercury lfalak 'utarid) and the Moon lfalak al-qamar). The
higher the position of the sphere, the purer and finer is their
matter. The spiritual force that directs and manages each sphere is
identified as the particular soul of that sphere.
Below the lunar world comes the physical matter (hayula altabr a) of the four elements: fire (nar), air (hawa'), water (ma')
and earth (arrJ). The Earth, being farthest from the One, is the
coarsest and darkest kind of physical matter. The active force of
the Soul operates through these four elements by means of heat,

cold, dryness and wetness and is known as "the nature of
generation and corruption ('alam al-kawn wa'l-fasiid)." Moreover,
it produces the generated beings that form the three kingdoms:
minerals, plants and animals. The active force operating on each
of these generated beings is called the particular soul. Thus, the
process wherein the soul mixes with these elements in varying
degrees produces the generated beings including the human being,
which is the culmination of the process. The human being is,
therefore, not only situated at the peak of a hierarchy with
inanimate things at the base but is also the noblest of all creations,
and the rest of the three kingdoms (i.e. the animal, vegetative and
mineral) are subservient to him.
Humans, by virtue of their position in the universe, are the
central link in a long chain of beings; below them is the animal
kingdom and above them is the world of angels. They are
connected to both. In the Perfect Human Being, one who has
realized his divine origin, the process of generation in descending
order from the Absolute Body to the sublunar world comes to an
end, and the reverse journey in ascending order back to the
Universal Soul and the Intellect, starts. The human being,
therefore, fulfills the purpose of creation.
In order to further their philosophical claim that a human
being is the noblest of all creation the Ikhwan cite the Qur'an
where it states: "We indeed created the human beings in the
fairest stature."25 Quoting from the scrolls of Hermes (~u]J uf
Hirmis, i.e. the prophet Idris) and the books of the Israelite
prophets (kutub anbiya' bani Isra'il), the Ikhwan state that when
God decided to put His vicegerent on Earth He formed the fi rst
human being out of dust in a form unrivaled to other animals and
breathed into him His spirit.26 As a result, the earthly body o
every human is infused with a spiritual soul that provides it with
the ability to acquire a noble character and be trained in all the
sciences and politics. The purpose of all this, the Ikhwan state, is
to enable and prepare him to resemble God, his Creator, because
he is His vicegerent on Earth. If a human manages himself well
and wisely, his soul will become an angel from among the angels
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that surround Him. In order to support their assertion the Ikhwan
quote a passage from a book by the Israelite prophets.Z7 At several
places in the epistles, the Ikhwan assert that the substance of the
human soul is celestial and that after the death of the body it will
return to its celestial abode. 28
At another location in the 34th epistle "On the saying of the
sages that the human being is a microcosm," the Ikhwan state that
among the partial souls it is the human soul that resembles the
Universal Soul.29 The human soul is further described as a
spiritual, celestial substance that is luminous and lives by itself. It
has the potential to be the most erudite and full of life. Moreover, it
is active in bodies, using them and perfecting them for a time, until
it eventually leaves them. 30 The soul's death, on the other hand, is
described as ignorance of its own substance (bi-jawhariha) and its
lack of knowledge about itself (ma'rifat dhatiha)? 1 Toward the
end of the 46th epistle, entitled "On the essence of faith and the
characteristics of the faithful," the Ikhwan state:

Make every endeavor, 0 brother, to seek knowledge and
[various] sciences and tread the path of the best and the
divines who submitted themselves to the will of God.
Perhaps your soul might be awakened from the slumber of
heedlessness . . . might open the discerning eye and
understand the secrets [hidden in] the books of the prophets
and allusions [contained] in the divine laws. It would be
precisely at that moment that the soul would be ready to
receive revelation from the angels.
Know, 0 brother, that your soul is potentially an angel,
and can become one in actuality if you follow the path of the
prophets and those who were responsible for the promulgation of the divine laws, and act in accordance with their
counsels mentioned in their books, which are obligatory in
the usages of their laws. Indeed, your soul is also potentially
a devil and will one day actually become a devil if you follow
the path of the wicked and the infidels.32
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Rationalism

The relationship between reason and revelation is one of the most
profound topics in the history of human thought. It has been
debated for over two millennia and has not lost any of its
fascination or freshness. Since monotheistic religions are based on
revealed scriptures their relation with reason has been altogether
an uneasy one. In religion, reason is more often regarded as a
prison or a restriction to be escaped from and not as a key to
understanding the world. This demonstrates the limited role
assigned to reason in religious thought. 33 The rational tradition in
Islam can be viewed and studied in various ways. Broadly
speaking, as Muhsin Mahdi states, it not only includes the
scientists and philosophers but also many of the theological
34
schools and mystics. The reason is that whenever they tried to
express themselves, or in the case of the mystics who tried to
communicate their experience, they were required to use reason.
In his · attempt to delimit the scope of this tradition, Mahdi
continues:
The most interesting part of the rational tradition for us is
where it comes directly in contact with, and tries to
understand, the whole question of religion, the origins and
structure of the religious community . . . This normally
takes the form of political philosophy, but that is only one
part, perhaps the most interesting part, of the way in which
the rational tradition tries to understand and deal with the
phenomenon of religion and the religious community.35
Having identified the core of the problem, Mahdi adds that the
origin of Islamic religious thought or kalam (scholastic theology),
is this very question- who has the right to rule the Muslim
36
community? Is the ruler designated by the Prophet since he
himself was chosen by God? Or, is he to be elected by the
community? It is obvious that the issue of the succession to the
Prophet created other controversies regarding God's justice, the
qualifications of the leader and a Muslim's duties. Concerning the
main tradition of Islamic philosophy (i.e. the philosophy of al-
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Farabi, Ibn Sina' [Avicenna] and Ibn Rushd [Averroes]), Mahdi
asserts that it never thought that a society can be based entirely on
reason, or that the prophecy or the divine law (in all three revealed
religious communities) can be explained purely on the basis of
reason. The only way society can be held together, and the only
way people can be encouraged to pursue virtues, is through a
divine law. Therefore the dominant trend that emerged in Islamic
philosophy was to mitigate the conflict between reason and
revelation. 37 The Ikhwan's rationalism, if one accepts the pre-alFarabi dating of the Rasa'il rather than the post-al-Farabi dating
that is generally recognized,38 predates the main tradition of
Islamic philosophy as outlined by Muhsin Mahdi. In their
synthesis of reason and revelation, the Ismacilis and the Ikhwan
had gone far beyond Muctazili rationalism to encompass the
whole spectrum of scientific thought. The Ikhwan had integrated
the Greek sciences and their formal reasoning into one universal
valid truth that was equivalent to religious reality. In the following
pages an examination will be undertaken to determine what the
Ikhwan had to say about rationalism, its limits and how they
harmonized it with faith and revelation, which will be followed by
a scrutinization of their political theory.
The story of the debate between reason and revelation began
with Plato, a pre-eminent political philosopher. 39 In The Republic,
which he wrote in the prime of his life, Plato discovered that with
intelligent leadership and the educational advantages of a healthy
political life there is little need for positive law. But in Laws,
written at the end of his life, he became concerned with the
alternative to intelligent leadership- the need for a few necessary
laws clearly stated and firmly enforced.40 He, therefore, found it
necessary to assume the existence of a divine lawgiver, in order to
furnish with authority the ordinances by which he hoped to
establish his ideal state.41 "No one," he states, "who in obedience
to the laws believed that there were gods, ever intentionally did
any unholy act, or uttered any unlawful word." Very poignantly
he also added, "Who can be calm when he is called upon to prove
the existence of God?" For "men say that we ought not to inquire

into the supreme God and the nature of the universe, nor busy
ourselves in searching out the causes of things, and that such
inquiries are impious; whereas the very opposite is the truth."4
Plato's statement goes to the very heart of the controversy
between faith and intellect.43 Hence, in Timaeus he elaborated his
celebrated theory of God and creation.44
The classical rationalists, such as Plato and Aristotle, believed
everything was accessible to reason, except the "first principle" (i.e.
the Good, the One, the transcendental, God), which was located
"beyond reason." Having adapted Neoplatonist cosmology, the
Ikhwan's position is very similar to Plato's. For them, it is not only
the "first principle" but also the manner of creation of the universe,
and the cause of its existence, which are beyond the scope of human
reason. This is explained in the 28th epistle, entitled "The limits of
man's cognitive ability."45 The epistle begins with the creation of
Adam whose upright body was created by God out of dust, after
which God breathed into him His spirit, and taught him names.
Thereafter, God commanded the angels to bow down before Adam
not because of his earthly body, but because of the noble spirit that
was breathed into him. Knowledge is, therefore, the sustenance of
the soul and its very life-as food, drink and other attainable things
are nourishment for the body.46 According to the Ikhwan,
knowledge about things could be obtained through three channels:
(i) that which is natural and instinctive, such as that which can be
arrived at by means of sense perception or that which is based on
the rational faculty; (ii) that which could be learned and acquired,
such as mathematics and rules of conduct; or (iii) that which is
brought by divine law (namus) by virtue of revelation. The Ikhwan
reiterate that man's cognitive ability is limited, especially in
acquiring knowledge of the realities of things. 47
In the same epistle, the Ikhwan criticize legal scholars (alculama' al-shafiyyin) who reject science that deals with the
composition of spheres and the influence of the stars (a/:zkam alnujum) on sublunar living beings. Their rejection, the Ikhwan
state, could be due to several reasons. First is their inability to
understand such a discipline, or their lack of desire even to
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examine it. Second is their preoccupation with the shan-<a, or their
contempt for this science. At the same time the Ikhwan also
censure those who have begun deliberation over philosophical
sciences or those who have reached an intermediate stage in their
study of philosophy but have a disdain for divine law, the rules of
shan-<a, and ridicule the people who are engaged in its inquiry.
The Ikhwan once again affirm that their creed is the consideration
of all bodies of knowledge, both the philosophical as well as the
prophetic sciences, and unveiling the realities of all existing things.
Since this knowledge is a vast ocean they were called upon to
compile 51 epistles.48
At the end of the third epistle entitled "On astronomy", the
Ikhwan state that the jurists, traditionalists and people of piety
forbid the study of astronomy because they believe that the latter
is a part of the philosophical sciences. In clarifying their own
position the Ikhwan spell out that they themselves do not approve
of the study of philosophical sciences for those who did not first
study the essentials of religious sciences and the ordinances of the
sharfa that are obligatory on every Muslim and whose ignorance
is not to be excused. However, for those who have completed their
studies of the shan-<a and the ordinances of religion, and have
fulfilled the requirements of the divine law, the Ikhwan assert that
their indulgence in philosophy will not harm them. On the
contrary, it will strengthen their religious belief and add certitude
to their conviction.49
They further state that both the philosophical sciences and the
prophetic shan-<a are divine and are in conformity with their
intended aim. Their goal is one, however their approaches may
vary.50 The ultimate aim of philosophy is, as it is said by Plotinus,
to resemble God according to man's ability and this goal is
achieved through four channels: (i) acquiring knowledge of the
realities of existing things; (ii) asserting belief in sound opinions;
(iii) electing to be molded with noble character and praiseworthy
disposition; and iv) having blameless conduct and good deeds.
The real objective behind those traits is the refinement of the soul
and its advancement from the state of imperfection to that of

wholeness (tamam), thereby moving from the state of potentiality
to that of actuality in order that the soul can attain permanence
and eternity in bliss with its fellow souls and with the angels.
Similarly, the purpose of prophecy and divine law is the
refinement of the human soul and its salvation from Hell
(which is described as the sublunar world of generation and
corruption) and to lead it to Paradise. 51
The Ikhwan did not compose a separate epistle dealing with
political theory, but the material related to it is scattered
throughout the Rasa'il. In his article "An Outline of the
Political Philosophy of the Rasa'il of the Ikhwan al-$afa\"
Hamid Enayat has delineated the Ikhwan's political philosophy.52
He presents his discussion and analysis of the material under
three major headings: (i) philosophical postulates; (ii) a critique of
social conditions; and (iii) the ideal state. Although it is a wellresearched article, the last part on the ideal state is misleading and
based on a misreading of the Rasa'il. Unfortunately, there is no
sustained discussion by the Ikhwan on the ideal state, nor on the
ignorant or the deviant one as is found in al-Farabi's Mabadi' ara'
ahl al-madina al1atf,ila. Enayat's subsequent statement that there
are striking similarities between the Ikhwan's schemes of the ideal
state and those of al-Farabi is, therefore, incorrect. One must
remember that Enayat's article having being written from the
perspective of a political scientist does not cover the Ikhwan's
theory of prophecy, which is central to my discussion. I will,
therefore, only point out some of his findings and then devote
the rest of this section to expounding the Ikhwan' s theory of
prophecy. It should be remembered that prophecy is an
important subject not only for Muslims but also for Jews and
Christians. During the early centuries of Islamic history it
became a hotly contested issue and several books were composed
in defense of prophecy. It also reminds us of the great debate
that took place at the beginning of the fourth/tenth century
between the two Razis: the physician-philosopher Abu Bakr
Ml~Qammad b. Zakariyya al-Razi, who denied prophecy, and his
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compatriot the Isma'ili thinker Abu l:Iatim AQrn.ad al-Razi, who
defended it.53
Under philosophical postulates Enayat argues that the Ikhwan's
political views stem directly from their basic philosophy, which is
their belief in motion and change as an inexorable process, and a
factor of progress both in natural phenomena and in social and
political institutions. 54 It is worth noting that the concept of
revolutionary change in the Rasa'il is accorded a respectability
rarely found in Muslim historical and juridical sources. 55 Since
human beings possess both knowledge and will, they are
presumed to be able to determine their way of life, and devise
the social and political institutions regulating their relationship
with fellow human beings, otherwise, the Ikhwan maintain that
there can be no moral basis for the state.5 6 It is interesting to note
that the term siyasa, which has several different meanings in
Arabic, 57 has three different interpretations in the Rasa'il: (i) the
individualistic pursuit of happiness; (ii) statecraft or governing of
the people that concerns the social dimension of human life; and
(iii) the knowledge of the arts and methods for simultaneously
attaining both the spiritual and mundane happiness for the
individual and the community. All three nuances are subsumed
under the following five categories of siyasa. 58
The first category is al-siyasa al-nabawiyya (prophetic manner
of governing). 59 It entails the laying down of the divine laws for
curing the ailing souls. This, the highest form of siyasa, is
accomplished only by the prophets. This is followed by al-siyasa
al-mulukiyya (regal manner of governing), which requires
knowledge of the ways to preserve the laws of the prophets and
the revival of their traditions. This is the task of the prophets'
successors, the rightly guided Imams. Al-siyasa al-'ammiyya
(statecraft in general), the third type, pertains to the art of
governing various groups, such as the umara', which entails
managing the affairs of some cities and provinces. It requires
knowledge of the classes of the people, their conditions, crafts,
morals and maintaining cohesion amongst the masses. The next
level is al-siyasa al-kh~~iyya (individual management), which

consists of knowledge that every individual ought to have
regarding his household management and his means of livelihood.
Furthermore, he should review his mundane and spiritual welfare.
The last category is al-siyasa al-dhatiyya (personal conduct). This
siyasa identifies as knowledge that allows every individual to
reflect on himself, his character and his own affairs. It should be
noted that the classification of five categories of siyasa in the
Rasa'il is a novel interpretation amongst other Muslim thinkers.
Enayat has compiled a fairly detailed account of the Ikhwan's
criticism of the socio-political conditions that prevailed in Muslim
society at that time, hence it will not preoccupy us here. 60
Therefore, I would like to address briefly the 22nd epistle entitled
"On the generation of animals and their species," which includes
the famous debate between animals and humans. It is a rich and
valuable document wherein the most severe criticism is leveled
against the wealthy, those who go on amassing fortunes without
caring for the needy, the privileged and the ruling classes. The
focus of the criticism is rendered more explicit in the
compendium (al-Risala al-jamt-<a), where it is stated that the
animals in the story symbolize the masses who blindly follow their
rulers, while the humans stand for those who uphold the principle
of qiyas (reasoning by analogy). And those who advocate the latter
principle, according to the Ikhwan, represent the disciples
of Satan, the adversaries of the prophets and the enemies of
the Imams.61
The utopian state envisioned by the Ikhwan and portrayed as
"the Excellent Spiritual State" (madina fa4ila ril/:laniyya) is a state
that will be realized after the appearance of the seventh natiq, a
cosmic rank described as ~a/:lib al-namus al-akbar, and qa'im alqiyama (the one who will raise the Resurrection).62
Let us now examine the Ikhwan' s theory of prophecy as
outlined in the 47th epistle entitled "On the essence of divine law,
the conditions of prophecy, the quantity of their characteristics
and the creed of godly people."63 The epistle commences with:
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Know, Oh brother, may God assist you and us with a spirit
of His, that the animals are the embellishment of the earth as
the stars are the embellishment of the heavens ... Indeed,
the human is the most perfect animal with respect to form
and is the noblest with regards to composition. The best of
the humans are those who are rational, and the best of the
rational are the 'ulamtl'. The highest of the 'ulama' in rank
are the prophets, peace be upon them! They are followed in
rank by al1aliisifa al-l;lukama'. Both the groups [i.e. the
prophets and al-faliisifa al-l;lukama'] concur that everything,
in fact, is caused (or the effect of a cause, 'ilia) and the
Creator, most high and sublime, is the Cause, the Originator,
and the One who imparts wholeness and perfection [to the
created beings]. 64

the sunna, and place the community on the path of religion. On
the contrary, if the community becomes divided after the death of
the Prophet and diverges from the Prophet's path, the cohesiveness of the community will be shattered and the state established
by the Prophet will disintegrate and their fate in the hereafter will
also be ruined 68 Given the situation that prevailed in the Muslim
community after the death of the Prophet, the Ikhwan state that
the leadership (riyasa) of the community has two dimensions:
physical and spiritual. The former resembles the leadership of
kings and tyrants who rule over the people unjustly and for
worldly pleasures, whereas the latter signifies the leadership of the
lawgiver prophets who administer over the souls through justice
and ii;Jsan (beneficence) for attaining happiness in the hereafter.69
The Ikhwan reiterate that the status of the prophet who brings
the divine law has reached the highest and the noblest position a
human can hope to attain. 70 They further add that the
formulation of the divine law, which is a spiritual disposition
that emerges from a partial soul united with a human body,
occurs with al-quwwa al-'aqliyya (rational faculty, or intellectual
power) that emanates from the Universal Soul and reaches the
particular soul [i.e. the prophet] with God's permission at a
particular period of time. 71
It is at this point that the Ikhwan mention that the lawgiver
prophet should have the following 12 innate qualities: (i) perfect
limbs that will enable him to be readily fit for the appropriate
actions; when he performs an action, he accomplishes it with ease;
(ii) astute perception of everything said to him, especially the
ability to determine what the speaker intends and what the matter
itself demands; (iii) exceptional at retaining whatever he comes to
know through [sight] and sound. Essentially, he should not forget
anything; (iv) an inherent high level of intelligence, so that when
he sees the slightest indication of a thing, he can grasp it in the
intended manner; (v) the most refined ability of articulation, his
tongue enabling him always to concisely express what is in the
recesses of his mind; (vi) a devotion to the acquisition of
knowledge, namely the ability to easily master material; (vii) a

The Ikhwan further state that the position of nubuwa (or
nubula, prophethood, prophecy), which follows the rank of the
angels, is the highest status that a human can aspire to attain and
it is fulfilled if a person acquires all 46 human virtues. The first
and foremost is true vision (al-ru)ya al-~adiqa). 65 It is part of the
prophecy as the tradition states: "A true vision is one 46th of
prophecy."66 Once all those qualities are combined in one person
during an appropriate constellation of the stars at a given period
of time, that person becomes the mab'uth (the prophet), ~ai;Jib alzaman (master of the age) and imam (leader) of the people for the
rest of his life. Upon his death, after promulgating the message
revealed to him, putting down the revelation in writing, alluding
to its ta)wil (hermeneutics), setting up the sunna (legally binding
precedents) and uniting his community, those traits are his legacy
and are a permanent fixture of his community.67
The Ikhwan continue by stating that if all those qualities
[implying all 46 virtues] or most of them are combined in one
person, that person is most suitable to be the Prophet's successor.
If by chance those qualities are not found in one person but are
scattered throughout a group, their rule will prevail and they will
be rewarded in the hereafter if that group constitutes one opinion,
their hearts are reconciled with love for each other, they support
one another to defend the faith, implement the sharra, adhere to
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fondness for the truth, which includes good conduct toward
truthful people and the ability to draw them close to him; (viii)
without an appetite for food, drink and sexual intercourse, averse
to frivolity, and a dislike for the pleasures which these pursuits
provide; (ix) proud of spirit, high-minded and devotion to honor,
his soul being by its nature above everything ugly and nonvirtuous, and his high-aspiring spirit rising to the most lofty
things; (x) dirhams and dinars and other worldly pursuits are of
little value to him and he should be abstemious to them; (xi) a
predisposition to justice and just people and an abhorrence for
oppression by providing justice to those who are wronged and
showing pity to those who are oppressed; lending support to what
is beautiful, good and just; and not reluctant to concede or
demonstrate obdurateness; if he is asked to perform injustice and/
or evil he does not respond; (xii) strong in setting his mind firmly
upon the things, which, in his view, ought to be done; he should
carry it out daringly and bravely without fear and timidness. 72
It is interesting to note that these 12 physical, intellectual and
moral qualities, identified by the Ikhwan, are not only listed in the
same order by al-Farabi in his Mabad;> ara' ahl al-madlna aljatf.ila
(the Opinions of the Inhabitants of the Virtuous City), but the
actual wording of those qualities is almost the same. 73 In the
opinion of the present writer, the possibility that either of the two,
that is, the Ikhwan and al-Farabi, might have copied from the
other, seems remote given their different orientation. It is more
likely that both drew from a common source, namely Plato's
Republic, translated by I:Iunayn b. IsQ.aq. Unfortunately, the Arabic
translation did not survive to provide us with conclusive evidence.
In his al-Farabi on the Perfect State, Walzer acknowledges that
the quest for the identity of the Greek sources (in addition to
Plato) used by al-Farabi in the Mabiidi' ara' ahl al-madina alfatf.ila and similar writings does not yield absolutely certain
results. Yet he maintains that al-Farabi's thought may be
ultimately derived from a Greek tradition originating in the
sixth-century Alexandrian tradition of Ammonius' school. In his
review article of Walzer's aforementioned book, Muhsin Mahdi,

"al-Farabi's Imperfect State," states that Walzer's sixth-century
Greek source-hunting game has failed to yield any fruit. Hence,
any assumption of a common source must be abandoned. Mahdi
has exposed other weaknesses in Walzer's translation, commentary and his thesis that al-Farabi was promoting Imami Shi'ism. 74
However, it is to be noted that the utopia imagined by Plato in
The Republic is not ruled by laws under which injustice inevitably
occurs, but by men and women who have been carefully selected
in youth and become wise and good by a long training. The world
will never be justly ruled until rulers are philosophers, that is, until
they are themselves ruled by the idea of the good, which is divine
perfection and brings about justice, which is human perfection. 75
It is worth noting that some of those qualities are also mentioned
for the holder of the office of the caliphate/imamate. 76
Let me briefly mention that al-Farabi describes the ruler of the
perfect state as a person who embodies the perfect rank of
humanity and has reached the highest degree of felicity. He then
adds that this ideal state cannot be reached unless one has all the
aforementioned 12 qualities, with which one is endowed from
birth. This person is the one who has attained perfection and has
actually become intellect and thought (~iira 'aqf" wa-ma'quf'"
bi'l-jicl). This occurs when his Passive Intellect (al-caql almunfacil) has become actualized and has risen to the stage of
the Acquired Intellect (al-caql al-mustafad). When all this is taken
as one and the same thing, then this person is the one whom the
Active Intellect (al-caql al-fa"al) descends upon. Al-Farabi
continues by identifying when this occurs in both parts of his
rational faculty (i.e. the theoretical and the practical rational
faculties), and also in his al-quwwa al-mutakhayyila (imaginative
faculty or phantasia) he is then the person who receives Divine
Revelation, and God grants him revelation through the mediation
of the Active Intellect, so that the emanation from God to the
Active Intellect is passed on to his Passive Intellect through the
mediation of the Acquired Intellect, and then to the faculty of
imagination." Thus, through the emanation of the Active Intellect
to his Passive Intellect, he is a wise person and a philosopher who
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employs an intellect of divine quality, and through the emanation
from the Active Intellect to his faculty of imagination he becomes
a visionary prophet, who warns the people of things to come. It
should be noted that al-Farabi assigns a lower grade to the faculty
of imagination than to the rational faculty. In al-Farabi's view
therefore, visionary prophecy is inferior to philosophy.78 On the
other hand, the Angel of Revelation and the Active Intellect are to
be considered as one and the same thing.
Another important difference between al-Farabi and the
Ikhwan is their treatment of the Active Intellect. Plotinus does
not use this term, but it seems to have been applied to the
Universal Intellect in later times and Alexander of Aphrodisias
identifies the Active Intellect with the Aristotelian First Cause. In
the Rasa'il the Intellect or the Universal Intellect is called the
Active Intellect that emanates directly from God, while in the
complex system of al-Farabi the Active Intellect governs the
sublunar world and occupies the last and lowest of a series of ten
Intelligences emanating from the One (i.e. God). Both al-Kindi
and Ibn Sina', on the other hand, placed the visionary prophecy
much closer to the religious view. Al-Kindi did not believe that
visionary prophecy resided in the inferior part of the soul,
particularly the faculty of imagination. For him, the prophet is
self-taught, that is, he has no human teacher, and is in no need of
philosophical training. His soul is purified and divinely inspired?9
For Ibn Sina' the prophet is an extraordinary human being who is
unsurpassed by the philosophers. Through immediate intuition, he
is aware of the truth, which reason is unable to attain. The
philosopher can do nothing but confirm in his own way the insight
of the prophet. 80 The Ikhwan's views are very similar to those held
by al-Kindi and Ibn Sina'. Abu Bakr Mul)ammad b. Zakariyya' alRazi, in contradistinction to the above positions, took up Ibn alRawandi's hostile attitude to prophecy. In his view Moses, Jesus
and Mul)ammad were impostors. 81
In another revealing passage, following the enumeration of 12
innate qualities, the Ikhwan draw a clear distinction between a
prophet who brings the divine law and a philosopher. They state

that the former does not attribute whatever he says, does,
commands or forbids in the laying down of shan-<a to his own
ra'y, ijtihiid and quwwa. Rather, he ascribes it to an intermediary,
an angel that is between him and his Lord who brings him
revelation at undetermined times. 82 As for the philosopher,
whenever he deduces a [new] discipline of knowledge, writes a
book, derives an art or designs a policy, he ascribes it to his own
power (quwwati anfusihim), his own ijtihad and his own good
judgment (jawdati ra'yihim). 83
In the 50th epistle entitled "On the types of political
constitutions (/i anwa' al-siyiisat)", the Ikhwan state that worship
embodies two notions. The first, called al-'ibada al-shar'iyya alnamitsiyya (religious/ritual worship), is adhering to the lawgiver
prophet's commands and to comply with the acts of devotion and
religious observances he has instituted, namely the ritual purity,
ritual prayers, fasting, alms tax and pilgrimage. The second type of
worship, called al-<ibada al-falsafiyya al-ilahiyya (philosophical/
divine worship), is the profession of the belief in the unity of
God. 84 In the introduction of al-Risala al-jami'a the Ikhwan
affirm that the profession of taw~id, the foremost and the noblest
of ma'iirif(cognition), consists in acquiring the total knowledge of
the realities of things, especially their causes and effects, the
essential nature from which they were created, and the purpose of
their creation. The path to this knowledge is through philosophy,
defined as al-tashabbuh bi'l-iliih bi-~asab al-taqa al-insaniyya (to
resemble God according to human ability). 85 The second type of
worship implies mortification of the flesh and abstaining the lower
soul from carnal pleasures, hence it is very difficult for anyone to
combine both types of worship. The Ikhwan assert that they are
entitled to claim this unique honor since they combine both al'ibada al-shar'iyya and al-'ibada aljalsafiyya al-iliihiyya. 86
The acceptance of reason as an ally of faith can be traced back
to the very foundation of Islam, that is to say, the Qur'an. Phrases
such as ulu al-albab (people of understanding, or those with
8
insight),87 la'allakum tatafakkariln (so that you may reflect).~
a-fa-Iii tatafakkariln (why will you not reflect?),89 li-qawm"'
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yatafakkariln (for people who reflect), 90 a-fa-Iii ta'qilun (have you
no understanding?),91 la'allkum ta'qilun (perhaps you will understand),92 li-qawmin ya'qilun (for people who reason),93 la'allahum
yatadhakkariln (so that they may reflect),94 are repeated countless

states: "Verily, those who have attained to faith [in this divine
writ], as well as those who follow the Jewish faith, and the
Christians, and the Sabians-all who believe in God and the Last
Day and do righteous deeds- shall have their reward with their
Sustainer; and no fear need they have, and neither shall they
grieve." 101 Religious tolerance and the spirit of inclusiveness
epitomized by the Rasii'il are, therefore, in keeping with the spirit
of the Qur'an.
At the beginning of the 45th epistle entitled "On the modalities
of social intercourse among the Sincere Brethren," the Ikhwan
insist that their fellow brethren, in whatever region they reside,
should organize private gatherings at fixed times in order to
discuss their sciences and secrets among themselves. Their
discussion should be focused on the science of psychology ('ilm
al-nafs), intellect and the intelligible (al-'aql wa'l-ma'qul), the
secrets of the Revealed Books and mathematical sciences.
However, their ultimate aim should be the divine sciences.
Then, counseling them, they state:
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times in the Qur'an. The Ikhwan's endeavour to place reason on a
95
high pedestal, therefore, is not unsubstantiated.
In his article "Reason," in the Encyclopedia of Religion, Henry
Leroy Finch observes that the prestige of reason has declined
noticeably in regards to society, due partly to the changing
conception of the nature of science as well as to an increasing
awareness of the conventionality of what passed for reason. He
adds that under the present conditions reason is more likely to be
regarded as an instrument or a tool rather than as the supreme
defining characteristic of human beings. According to Finch, the
effect of this situation upon religion, and spiritual practices and
development, remains to be seen. 96

Religious tolerance and the spirit of inclusiveness
The Ikhwiin promoted religious tolerance and the spirit of
inclusiveness by affirming the unity and common destiny of
mankind. According to Qur'anic teaching, the Ikhwiin maintain
that divine guidance is universal and God regards all human
beings as equal. Every prophet's message, although addressed to a
specific group of people, carries universal import and must be
believed by all humanity. 97 Addressing Mul)ammad, God states in
the Qur'an: "[0 Prophet], summon [all mankind], and pursue the
right course, as thou hast been bidden [by God]; and do not follow
their likes and dislikes, but say: 'I believe in whatever revelation
God has bestowed from on high.' "98 This is because God is one,
the source of revelation is one, and mankind is one. Prophethood
is indivisible, and the Qur'an requires equal recognition of all
prophets. 99 The Qur'an also states that although religion is
essentially the same, God himself has given different institutions
and approaches to different communities so that He might test
them. 100 At two places, in Surat al-Baqara and Surat al-Mii'ida, it

Our brethren, may God the High assist them, in general,
ought to show no enmity toward any science, nor shun any
book, nor cling fanatically to any single creed. For our own
creed encompasses all other creeds, and comprehends all
sciences. This creed is the consideration of everything in
existence, both sensible and intelligible, from beginning to
end, whether covert or hidden, manifest or concealed, with a
view [to discovering] the source of reality in so far as each
and every one of them are derived from a single principle,
single cause, a single world, and a single soul ...
... Our sciences ('ulum) are derived from four sources
(kutub, literally, "books"): First, the books compiled by the
sages and the philosophers, such as mathematics and physics;
Second, the revealed books brought by the prophets, may
God's blessings be on them, such as the Torah, the Gospel,
the Furqan [i.e. the Quran], and the scrolls of the prophets
. . . and the veiled secrets they contain; Third, al-kutub altabriyya (books on natural sciences), that is, the forms of the
existing things, such as the composition of the spheres, signs
of the zodiac, movements of the stars and the extent of their
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masses, the vicissitudes of time, transformation of the
elements, and the created things from minerals to plants to
animals ... ; Fourth, the divine books [written] by the hands
of noble and virtuous scribes 102 which cannot be touched by
any but the pure angels. These books contain the essences of
the souls, their genera, species, and parts, their management
of the bodies and setting them in motion . . . 103

Besides citing the Torah, the Rasa)il culls from other Jewish
texts, such as the Midrash, Talmud, Haggadah, and notably from
the Qi$~ al-anbiya) (Stories of the Prophets) since copies of the
latter circulated in Arabic. I. R Netton correctly observes in his
book Muslim Neoplatonists that the Ikhwan's knowledge of
Christianity was advanced compared to that of the Old
Testament; however, one must remember that the story of
Christ as well as Christian piety and asceticism were more
appealing to the Ikhwan and directly connected to their teaching~ .
Netton further adds that from the data provided in the Rasa)il one
can construct an accurate and chronological picture of the life of
Christ. It should be noted that the Rasa)il also demonstrate that the
Ikhwan were well acquainted with a number of Christian doctrines
and with the dissensions that gave rise to these doctrines. The life of
Christ according to the Rasa)il corresponds to that delineated by the
four evangelists in their respective Gospels. 108
It is worth pointing out that the Ikhwan's knowledge of
Christianity at times reveals a Nestorian perception of the nature
of Christ They were to some extent aware of the Christological
controversies between the Nestorians and the Monophysites. 109
Their basic attitude toward Christianity extends beyond tolerance
as they advise their brethren to read the Gospel. 110 Sayings
attributed to Christ are scattered throughout the Rasa)il. Some
parallels to those maxims are to be found in the Christian scripture,
the Quran and the traditions of the Prophet. Stanley Lane-Poole,
who read the summary translations of the Rasa)il into German
rendered by Friedrich Dieterici, was so impressed by the Ikhwan's
philosophy and their sympathetic treatment of Christianity that he
concluded his essay "The Brotherhood of Purity" by pronouncing:

The Ikhwan not only show respect for Judaism and Christianity,
the two older Abrahamic faiths, but they also frequently quote
from the Torah (tawra), the Gospel (al-injil), Psalms (al-zabitr)
and other books of the Jewish prophets (kutub al-anbiya), $il/:tuf
al-anbiyal) along with the Qur)an. 104 This demonstrates their
acceptance of the Torah and the Gospel as primary sources and of
equal importance to the Qurlan. It is quite common for the
Ikhwan to seek the support of those three scriptures for some of
their views that they expound upon in the Rasalil. In addition to
those sacred writings, the Ikhwan freely draw upon other sources
as well, particularly Greek, Persian and Indian literature. Let me
take a moment to cite some specific examples from the Bible.
First, in the 22nd epistle entitled "Explication of the generation
of animals and their species," during the debate between animals
and humans all three scriptures are referred to by the humans to
support their contention that the animal world was created for
their benefit and for their service. 105 Second, in the same epistle,
in the section dealing with how jinn dutifully obey their leaders
and kings, the Ikhwan state that recitation of a verse from either
the Quriin, the Torah or the Gospel has the same power to
protect the unfortunate traveler from the malevolence of evil jinn
and from going mad in the wilderness. 106 Third, in the epistle "On
astronomy" the Ikhwan state that although one cannot avoid what
has been decreed by God, one may, if one has foreknowledge of
some impending disaster, take appropriate prophylactic measures,
such as prayer, the invocation of God, repentance and remorse,
fasting or offering a sacrifice. Then they must cite the last
testaments of Moses, Jesus and Mul)ammad to their respective
communities to support their supplication. 107

91

In their ideal of the higher life, indeed, the Brotherhood of
Purity belongs to Christianity rather than to Islam: but, in
truth, their noble doctrine appeals to what is best in all
philosophies and religions. 11l

Let me cite some additional examples from Jewish sources. The
story of how Esau, the son of Isaac, fought with Nimrod's son and
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obtained the magic hunting-coat of Adam, which the son of
Nimrod wore, is recounted in the last epistle on magic. This coat
was covered with pictures of all kinds of wildlife. When Adam
wanted to hunt an animal he would place his hand on the picture of
the animal that he desired and that animal would halt and became
bewildered until Adam seized the animal. Genesis 10:9 states that
Nimrod was a mighty hunter, but adds very little. The Ikhwan's
source appears to be the Midrash, since it gives more detail. 112
In the "debate between the animals and the humans," the story
of when Abraham was thrown into the fire by Nimrod is alluded
to by the crocodile. The latter then recounts how the frog carried
water in its mouth and poured it onto the fire to put out the
flames. 113 In another version of the same story the Ikhwan relate a
tradition of the Prophet where he is stated to have said that there
were 40 righteous persons in his community who follow the
religion of Abraham (millat Ibrahim). Hence, the Prophet was
asked about the religion of Abraham and he responded that
Abraham was upright (kana banif0 " muslim0 ") and devoted to
God. While he was about to be thrown into the fire the angels in
Heaven were filled with pity for him. Therefore, God revealed to
Gabriel to go down and assist Abraham if he sought the angel's
help. Consequently, the archangel came down while Abraham was
in the catapult (manjaniq) ready to be tossed into the flames. He
asked Abraham if he was in need of anything. The Patriarch,
because of his trust in the Lord that he would fulfill his promise
and rescue him, replied that he did not need the archangel's help.
It was at this moment that God was moved and said in the
Qur'an: "0 Fire! Be thou cool, and [a source of] inner peace for
Abraham." 114 There seems to be an obvious parallel between this
account in the Rasa'il and the one in the Babylonian Talmud. 115
Furthermore, in the last epistle, entitled "On the essence of
magic, charms and the evil eye," the Ikhwan narrate a story about
Jacob and how he tricked Laban into giving him a large herd of a
particular livestock and then caused this herd to conceive a lot of
offspring. The account in the Rasa'il is very similar to that related
in Genesis. 116

In the 44th epistle, "On the creed of the Sincere Brethren,"
while discussing the immortality of the soul after leaving the body,
the Ikhwan recount the story of Christ's passion, death and
resurrection. 117 This long passage from the Rasa'il is translated
into English by Lootfy Levonian, who comments:
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We have a summary description of the life of Jesus and his
preaching, admitting the fact of Jesus's crucifixion, death,
burial, and resurrection. Here is a Moslem association of the
tenth century AD whose teaching about Jesus agrees with
that of Christianity on those very points, which are denied
by Orthodox Islam. 118

In the same epistle the Ikhwan draw a parallel between the
beginning of the Prophet's mission and that of Moses and Jesus.
The Prophet began his mission by first inviting his wife Khadija,
his cousin 'Ali and his friend Abu Bakr and then Malik, Abu
Dharr, Suhayb, Bila.J., Salman and others. 119 This is similar to the
way Moses began his mission by first inviting his brother Aaron,
then the Israelite scholars ('ulama') from the family of Jacob
before proclaiming his mission publicly and inviting the Pharaoh.
Jesus began his mission in Jerusalem in the same manner. Netton
is correct in stating that this refers to Jesus in the Temple in
Jerusalem at the beginning of his mission. 120 It alludes to the
discovery of the 12-year-old Jesus by his parents after spending
three days talking to the scholars in the Temple. 121
In the Rasa'il Jesus travels far and wide in Palestine for two and
a half years attempting to rescue the people of Israel from "the
death of sin," and working miracles. 122 This representation of
Jesus closely corresponds with the Ikhwan's view that the prophets
are the doctors of human souls. 123 The most striking story of
Christ's teachings as noted by the Ikhwan is when Jesus
encountered a group of bleachers (qa$$drln). Jesus asks them
whether they would permit the clothes, which they had just
washed and bleached, to be worn by their owners if their bodies
were contaminated with blood, urine and excrement. They replied
that they would not and that whoever would do so was a fool.
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Jesus rebutted by saying that they had done just that. The
bleachers did not comprehend what Jesus was hinting at and
retorted: How? Jesus responded that the owners of the clothes
have cleansed their bodies and that the bleachers dressed them in
the clothes that they had whitened, but their souls are still polluted
with decay, filled with ignorance, blindness, poor character,
hatred, deceit and fraud. He urges them to seek the Kingdom of
Heaven. Consequently, all of them were guided to the right path
and followed Christ. 124 This story is not reported in the canonical
Gospels, but it appears in the apocryphal Gospel of Philip. 125
In order to support their contention that the human soul is
eternal and that it will return to the Garden of Bliss following the
death of the body, the Ikhwan acknowledge the pronouncements
made by a group of illustrious human figures: Abraham, 126
Joseph, 127 Pythagoras, 128 Socrates, 129 Plato, 130 Aristotle, 131
Bilawhar (the holy hermit of Sarandib [Ceylon] and Buddha's
teacher), 132 Christ, 133 the Prophet M~ammad 134 and the martyrs
of Karbala' .135 It is worth pointing out here that besides the story
of Christ's passion, the Ikhwan greatly admired Socrates'
courageous attitude in the face of certain death, as portrayed by
Plato in Phadeo. At one place the Ikhwan state that sacrifices are
of two kinds: shaft (lawful) and falsafi (philosophical). The
former is what the faithful is commanded to offer, such as the
animal sacrifice following the completion of the pilgrimage to
Mecca. The latter is to sacrifice one's own body and accept death
without fear in order to draw close to God, as done by Socrates. 136
The spokesmen of the humans are specified in the "debate
between the animals and the humans" as representing the major
religious traditions and geographical regions, such as a descendant
of the Prophet's uncle 'Abbas; 137 a Persian; 138 an Indian from the
island of Ceylon; 139 a man from Syria, a Hebrew (%ri) from the
House of the Israelites; 140 a Syrian from the partisans of Christ;141
a man from Tihama from the tribe of Quraysh; 142 a Byzantine
from Greece; 143 and a man from Khurasan. 144 Toward the end of
the debate when the spokesman of the animals and the jinni sages
asked the gathering of the humans to expound on the

characteristics of the noblest of them, such as the prophets, the
Friends of God (awliya' Allah), and the philosophers who
resemble angels, all the humans fell silent for a time, thinking
over what they had been asked. For a moment no one had an
answer. Finally, an insightful man arose. The Ikhwan describe him
in the spirit of the oneness of mankind, stating that he was Persian
by birth and upbringing, Arabian by faith, professing the true
monotheistic religion, Iraqi (cosmopolitan) in culture, Hebrew in
lore, Christian in manner, Syrian in piety, Greek in sciences,
Indian in contemplation, SUfi in conduct, angelic in character,
divine in thought, and firmly grounded in knowledge. 145
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Use of Persian and Indian literature
Various elements of Indian and Persian culture and literature are
scattered throughout the Rasa'il. The reader cannot fail to notice
that the Ikhwan were relentlessly looking for novel parallels with
which to illustrate, substantiate and propagate their views. Persian
names, terms and citations from Persian poetry are frequently
encountered. 146 The Book of Zoroaster, 147 and the testament of
King Ardashir I are two such sources. 148 Anecdotes from
collections called "King Stories" and "Animal Stories" have
Persian and Indian origins and are often used. Most of those
stories belong to a distinct genre, as they have several common
stylistic features. For example, they describe the power of the king
who is also a good and wise ruler. 149 Some stories are derived
from the legend of Bilawhar wa-Budhiisaf (or Yudiisaj), known in
the medieval West as Barlaam and ]osaphant. 150 Some stories in
the Rasii'il are told within other stories, a technique derived from
Indian literature. 151 A few stories are even a mixture of Platonic
philosophy and Buddhist legends, 152 while others illustrate the
immortality of the human soul. Others are didactic, the Aesopic
moral stories, such as that of the foxes, the wolf and the lion 153
and another about some crows and a falcon. 154
In the former, a group of foxes go out in search of food and find
a dead camel. While deciding whether to divide it amongst
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themselves, a wolf passes by. The wolfs father had been a
benevolent king of the animals; hence the foxes are persuaded to
share the camel with him. The wolf complies with the request, but
later becomes greedy and warns the foxes not to return for more.
Consequently, the hungry foxes appeal to the lion and recount the
series of events. The lion seizes the wolf, kills him and returns the
carcass of the camel to the foxes. The moral of the story according
to the Ikhwan is that one calamity is overcome by another. 155
The latter story concerns a group of crows. Following the death
of their just and compassionate king, they became divided among
themselves and decided not to empower any member of the royal
family who might think that he had inherited the power from his
father and would subsequently mistreat them. The crows gather to
consult and debate the issue using their ra'y and ijtihad and
decide to invite an old and undernourished falcon who feigns
modesty and piety to be their king. Soon, the (alcon regains his
strength and begins to oppress and kill the crows. Before his death
the falcon appoints an even more brutal successor from his own
kind. The crows repent for their initial decision, but it is too late.
The story is an analogy to what happened in the Muslim
community following the Prophet's demise. 156

generation of Muslims and the father of Qur'anic exegesis, and
by statements attributed to Abu'l-Aswad al-Du'ali (d. 69/688), an
early grammarian. 161 The relationship between the two fields of
study was reaffirmed by the need in the religious sciences for a
thorough knowledge of classical Arabic. Nevertheless, the literary
arts were subordinate to the religious sciences. Tha'lab (d. 291
904), the famous grammarian and philologist of the Kufan
school, 162 was well aware of the fact that his expertise dealt with a
human science and not with the religious sciences of the divine
Qur'an and l;ladtth. It is reported that he complained about his
distress to al-Mujahid (d. 324/916), the famous scholar of the
Q~an, of having spent his entire life in a field of knowledge that
had no future in the hereafter. He claims to have said:
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Organization of knowledge

Reliable information with a detailed account of Muslim education
during the first century of Islamic history is extremely difficult to
obtain. In The Rise of Humanism, George Makdisi has collected all
the available information from various sources and has concluded
that the maktab existed as early as the first Islamic century. 157 The
maktab, later called kuttab, is typically described as an elementary
school where reading, writing and basic religious education was
imparted. 158 A close association between al-'ulum al- 'arabiyya
(the literary arts) and 'ulum al-shan-<a (the religious sciences) in
the curriculum of the maktab was well established from the very
beginning. 159 This is acknowledged by statements ascribed to
'AbdAllah b. 'Abbas (d. 68/687-88), a great scholar from the first
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The scholars of the Qur'an have occupied themselves with
the study of the Qur'an and succeeded. The scholars of law
(fiqh) have done the same with law and succeeded. And the
scholars of badith have succeeded by studying /:tadith. But,
as for me, I have occupied myself with 'Zayd and 'Amr!' I
wish I knew what is to become of me in the Hereafter! 1 3
{>

Al-Mujahid is then reported to have had a dream in which the
Prophet appeared to him and instructed him to tell Tha'lab that
he approved of the study of the science of grammar as a necessary
tool before undertaking the study of Islamic sciences. The story
exemplifies two ideas: first, thorough knowledge of grammar is
required for the proper understanding of the Qur'an and l;ladith;
second, the term "grammar" in this context is used to encompass
the entire field of literary arts.
The introduction of Greek scientific and philosophical works
into Islam had a profound impact on the development of Islamic
thought and education. Islam, like Christianity before it, faced the
problem of how to assimilate the "pagan" knowledge of the
Greeks to a completely different conception of the universe that
was created by God, who had also provided mankind with
guidance through the agency of prophecy. Muslims separated the
Islamic sciences from those it referred to as the "foreign sciences,"
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often called 'ilm al-awa'il (the science of the Ancients) or 'ulum
al-'ajam min al-Yuniiniyyin wa-ghayrihim min al-umam (the
sciences of non-Arabs, the Greeks and other nations). 164 The
development of Islamic thought reflects the attempts by the
Muslims to reconcile the foreign sciences with the Islamic
sciences, both within and without institutionalized centers of
learning.
By the middle of the third/ninth century as delineated by
Mak.disi in his novel studies, namely The Rise of Colleges and The
Rise of Humanism, either a sharp distinction between the two sets
of sciences- the religious and non-religious- or a tripartite
division into the literary arts, religious sciences and for~ign
sciences, had already developed. 165 In order to support this
contention, Mak.disi states that the tripartite division is discernible
in the Fihrist of Ibn al-Nadim (compiled in 377/987-8), 166 alKhwarizmi's (d. ca. 387/997) Mafiiti/:z al-'ulum, 167 and Ibn
Butlan (d. 460/1068) reminiscent of his contemporaries. 168 All
three sources identified by Mak.disi do not predate the Rasii 'il.
Both Ibn al-Nadim and al-Khwarizmi composed their works
during the second half of the fourth/tenth century, while Ibn
ButJ.an lived almost a century later. I would like to point out that
the Ikhwan were at the forefront among Muslim thinkers who
successfully integrated the tripartite division of knowledge into
one organic whole.
It should be recognized that knowledge for the Ikhwan was of
utmost importance, as demonstrated in their Neoplatonic system.
The ultimate aim of learning or acquiring knowledge, as reiterated
innumerable times throughout the Rasd'il, is "the refinement of
the soul and improvement of character" in order to attain the
greatest happiness, the highest sublimity, eternal life and the final
perfection. 169 At times the importance of knowledge is depicted
by sayings ascribed to the Prophet. One tradition states: "One who
knows himself (i.e. about his own soul) knows his Lord." 170 In
another tradition, the Prophet, while addressing Muslims, states:
"The most knowledgeable of you about himself (i.e. his own soul)
is most knowledgeable about his Lord." 171 In keeping with the

noble aim of acquiring knowledge, they regard the ignorant man's
existence as even being below that of an animal. 172 In another
passage the Ikhwan state that good conduct is like a ladder for the
ascension to the heavens while knowledge is akin to the light that
illuminates the path. 173
Their adoption of al-'ulum al-'arabiyya, al-'ulum al-shar'iyya
and al-'ulum al-falsafiyya was aimed at achieving an educational
and cultural ideal in the formation of the human mind and
character. They advocated comprehensive humanist education at
three levels: Primary, Intermediate and Advanced. The purpose of
primary education was to provide a basis in the fundamentals of
reading, writing, grammar, poetry, history and other essential arts
with an aim to achieve mastery of the Arabic language. The aim of
the intermediate level was to impart the proper religious
instruction of various disciplines, such as Qur'anic exegesis,
hermeneutics and shan-ta. The highest stage was reserved for
philosophical sciences designated by the 51 epistles, which are
arranged in four progressive categories: the mathematicalphilosophical sciences (al-riyacj.iyya al1alsafiyya) constituting 13
epistles; the physical and natural sciences (al-tabi' iyya wa '1jismiiniyya) containing 17 epistles; the spiritual-intellectual
sciences (al-nafsiiniyya al-'aqliyya) pertaining to ten epistles;
and the juridical-divine sciences (al-namusiyya al-iliihiyya)
consisting of 11 epistles.
In the very first epistle, entitled "On number," they state that
the objective of the philosophers regarding the study of the
mathematical sciences is to prepare the student for the next stage,
which is the study of the physical sciences that would, in tum, lead
him to al-'ulum al-iliihiyya (theological/divine sciences), which is
the ultimate goal. The first phase of al-'ulam al-iliihiyya is
knowledge of the soul's existence and its substance, followed by
the search for its origin prior to its relationship with the body,
followed by the search for its return and the final state of its
existence in the world of spirits after it leaves the body.174
In the seventh epistle, entitled "On the theoretical arts," (al$anii'i' al-'ilmiyya), the Ikhwan state that the sciences (al-' ulum)
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which people pursue are of three kinds: i) practical sciences/arts
(al-riyiic#yya); juridical-religious sciences (al-shafiyya alwa4'iyya); and the authentic (or the essential) philosophical
sciences (al-falsafiyya al-l;taqiqiyya). 175
Practical sciences are directed toward refinement and culture,
and most of them are devised for seeking an improved livelihood
and a betterment of worldly affairs. They consist of nine
categories: (i) reading and writing (al-kitiiba wa'l-qirii'a); (ii) the
science of language, namely syntax and grammar ('ilm al-lugha
wa'l-nal;tw); (iii) accounting and business transactions ('ilm all;tisiib wa'l-mu'iimalat); (iv) poetry and prosody ('ilm al-shi'r wa'l'arfl4); (v) the science to foretell future events by omens derived
from the actions of birds ('ilm al-zajr wa'l1a'l); 176 (vi) magic,
charms, alchemy and mechanics ('ilm al-sil;tr wa'l-'azii'im, alkimiya' wa'l-l;tiyal); (vii) arts and crafts (al-l;tiraf wa'l-~ana'i');
(viii) buying and selling of goods (trade), agriculture and
husbandry ('ilm al-bal wa'l-shira', al-tijariit wa'l-l;tarth wa'lnasl); (ix) biographies and history ('ilm al-siyar wa'l-akhbiir). 177
Religious sciences, the Ikhwan continue, are intended for the
treatment of souls and for seeking the hereafter. They constitute
six types: (i) the science of revelation ('ilm al-tanzil); (ii) the
science of interpretation (or hermeneutics, 'ilm al-ta'wil); 178 (iii)
the science of transmission and history ('ilm al-riwiiyiit wa'lakhbiir);179 (iv) the science of jurisprudence, customary practices
and legal consequences of the facts of a case ('ilm al-fiqh wa'lsunan wa'l-al;tkam); (v) the science of remembrance, exhortation
and asceticism ('ilm al-tidhkiir wa1-mawii'i~ wa'l-zuhd wa'lt~awwuj); (vi) the science of interpretation of dreams ('ilm

(ii) Categories, (iii) Peri Hermeneias, (iv) Prior Analytics and (v)
Posterior Analytics. In addition to these five treatises on logic that
circulated among the Arabs, the Ikhwan add another three:
Sophistical Refutations, Rhetoric and Poetics. 184
Physical sciences, in turn, are divided into seven categories: (i)
the principles that govern the bodies ('ilm mabiidi' al-jismaniyya ),
that is, the knowledge of matter, form, time, space and motion; (ii)
the science of the heavens and the universe (' ilm al-sama' wa '1'iilam, De Caelo/On the Heavens), specifically knowledge of the
substances of spheres and stars, the catalyst for their motions, the
reason for the stationary character of the earth and so on; (iii) the
science of generation and corruption ('ilm al-kawn wa'l-fasii.d, De
Generatione et Corruptione), particularly the knowledge of the
essential substances of the four elements, their transformation
into each other because of the influence of higher forces, and the
coming into existence of minerals, plants and animals; (iv)
meteorology ('ilm l;tawiidith al-jaww), the knowledge of the
changes in weather in correlation to the positions of the stars; (v)
mineralogy ('ilm al-ma'iidin); (vi) botany ('ilm al-nabat) and (vii)
zoology ('ilm al-l;tayawiin). 185 The Ikhwan further add that
medical and veterinary sciences ('ilm al-tibb wa 'l-baytara),
agriculture (al-l;tarth), husbandry (al-nasl) and all other crafts
are subsumed within the natural sciences. 186
Al-'ulum al-ilahiyya (the theological/divine sciences)u17 comprise five types: (i) knowledge of God, the attributes of His
oneness, how He is the source of creation, how He causes
generosity to overflow and how He grants existence; 188 (ii)
knowledge of the spiritual world, which is the understanding of
simple intellectual substances when they are in abstract forms and
free from matter; 189 (iii) psychological sciences which encompasses the knowledge of the souls that pervade the heavenly bodies
and nature to the center of the earth and how they move spheres
and inhabit plants and animals, and also the manner of their
resurrection after death; 190 (iv) politics which pertains to the
prophetic manner of governing, a regal manner of governing,
statecraft in general, individual management and personal
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ta'wil al-maniimat).
The philosophical sciences are divided into four categories: (i)
the mathematical sciences (al-riyii4iyyiit); 180 (ii) the logical
sciences (al-mantiqiyyat); (iii) the physical or natural sciences
(al-tabi'iyyiit); and (iv) the theological or divine sciences (aliliihiyyat).181 Mathematical sciences are subdivided into four
parts: (i) arithmetic, (ii) geometry, (iii) astronomy and (iv)
music. 182 Logical sciences consist of five kinds: (i) the Isagoge, 183
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conduct 191 and (v) knowledge of the hereafter, which encompasses the ability to perceive the nature of resurrection and the
manner in which the souls will rise from the bodies. 192
It is worth noting that in their classification of the sciences and
in an analysis of their philosophy of education, the Ikhwfm pay
special attention to trades, arts and crafts, commerce, agriculture
and music, which is categorized under mathematics. The science
of interpretation/hermeneutics also occupies a prominent place in
their ideology. Furthermore, the Ikhwan state that instructing
students in the arts and crafts should not be considered less
important than instructing them in philosophy. The teacher of a
craft is also called ustadh (master), the same term used for the
teacher of abstract and advanced subjects. The Ikhwan mention
that learning a craft is as meritorious as the pursuit of philosophy
or any other science. They further add that the higher level of skill
a craftsman acquires, the closer he comes to God, and the more
refined he becomes in his craft, the more he resembles the Great
Craftsman. 193 To further emphasize this point a tradition stating
that God loves the craftsman who perfects his craft is ascribed to
the Prophet. 194 It is for this very reason that philosophy is
perceived as humanity's ability to imitate God. 195 The Ikhwan
explain in further detail that "resemblance" (al-tashabbuh)
pertains to a resemblance to God in knowledge, crafts and the
imparting of goodness. For God is the most knowledgeable of all
the culama), the wisest of all the bukama), and the most skilled of
all the craftsmen. The individual who becomes increasingly more
adept in these characteristics will simultaneously move closer to
Him. 196 In their organization of the citizens of their utopian state,
the first rank is assigned to the artisans who have reached the age
of maturity. 197
Leaving aside certain similarities between the Ikhwan's
classification of the sciences and that of al-Farabi, there are
some sharp differences among them. A detailed examination is
beyond the scope of this study, however, the following observations should suffice. Al-Farabi divides the known sciences of his
day into eight categories, and addresses them in five chapters: (i)

the science oflanguage (cilm al-lisan wa-ajza)ih); (ii) logic (cilm al1911
mantiq wa-ajza)ih); (iii) propaedeutics (culum al-tacalim),
introduction to certain sciences like arithmetic, geometry,
astronomy, music, etc.; (iv) physical sciences and divine sciences
(al-cilm al-tabfi wa-ajza)ih wa-.fiVilm al-ilahi wa-ajza%) and (v)
political science with short accounts of Islamic jurisprudence and
theology (al-cilm al-madani wa-ajza)ih wa-ft cum al-:fiqh wa-cilm
al-kalam). 199 Hence, it appears that physics and metaphysics
occupy a central place in al-Farabi's review of the sciences. With
the discussion of metaphysics, the syllabus of the Hellenic sciences
is complete except for politics, which the Ikhwan, al-Farabi and
the older peripatetic tradition categorize as ethics and political
science. It deals with virtues and their relation to happiness,
however, it also includes the political regimes most suited for the
preservation of those virtues. It should be noted that logic
occupies a much more important place immediately following
that of the science of language in the system of al-Farabi than it
does in that of the Ikhwan. 200 It should be further noted that
religious sciences, except jurisprudence, are totally absent from alFarabi's organization. Jurisprudence is very briefly described as
the art of determining the correct religious beliefs and practices in
regards to issues that the lawgiver did not address. It entails
drawing an analogy between the unequivocal verses of scripture
and the specific issue. Also contrary to the Ikhwan, al-Farabi
closes his discussion of political science with cum al-kalam, while
this topic is completely absent from the Rasa)il?01
Let me digress for a moment to point out what al-Farabi has to
say about the last category. He states that the distinction between
a faqih (jurist) and a mutakallim (theologian) is that the former
ascertains the necessary conclusions from the lawgiver's text,
while the latter defends the very premises established by the text
of the scripture that are used by the faqih as the ~ul
(fundamentals). As chance would have it a person could combine
both functions. In the remaining part of this section al-Farabi
202
presents views advocated by the theologians (mutakallimiin). It
is correct that those views do not represent al-Farabi's own views.
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Nevertheless, one is surprised that his classification of knowledge
ends on such a note? 03 The Ikhwan's classification of the sciences
and their syllabus of education for citizens of their ideal state, on
the other hand, are not only well-thought-out but also represent
humanistic scholarship.
In his book Islamic Education, cAbd al-Lapf al-Tibawi remarks
that Muslim philosophers paid very little attention to the
philosophy of education. However, he believes that the Ikhwan's
treatment of the subject is more sustained. 204 They state that the
first four years of human life are for "the completion of nurture and
gathering of strength," during which the infant, under the guidance
of the parents, learns mainly through the senses and instinct. This
initial stage is referred to as the sini al-tarbiya (the years of
upbringing). Conventional education, according to the Ikhwan,
begins after the age of four. From that age until the age of puberty,
the child acquires basic skills from a mucallim (teacher, instructor)
in the maktab. 205 Rational faculty emerges at the age of 15, and that
is exactly the point at which the Ikhwan propose to take over the
student's education. The Ikhwan's efforts for education, thenceforth, are mainly directed at the youth. They advise their brethren
not to bother about the old and senile who have already acquired
false beliefs, bad habits and repulsive morals. Youth, on the other
hand, have healthy hearts, inquisitive minds, and discerning
intellects. They follow the laws of the prophets and search for the
secrets of the revealed books; not stubbornly clinging to one
creed.206 In order to illustrate their contention they argue that all
the prophets were commissioned by God in their youth and that the
elders of the community were the first to reject their message. 207 It
is the youth who constitute a part of the first rank in the Ikhwan's
hierarchy of citizenship in their utopian state.208
The relation between the teacher and his student is described as
a spiritual one. In the 45th epistle, entitled "On the social
intercourse with the Sincere Brethren," they state:

its life, in the same way as your father is the begetter of your
body, and the cause of its existence. Your father gives you
your physical form, while your teacher gives you your
spiritual form. This is because your teacher nourishes your
soul with knowledge and instructs it with wisdom, and
guides it to everlasting bliss, while your father brings you up
to make a living in this transient world. Hence, 0 brother,
invoke your Lord to grant you a teacher who is rightly
guided and wise. 209
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Know that [your] teacher (ustadh) is the begetter (ab) of
your soul, and the cause of its evolution, and the essence of
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Let me conclude this section with a tradition of the Prophet that is
cited by the Ikhwan in the ninth epistle entitled "On the morals,"
where they extensively dealt with the virtues of seeking knowledge?10 It states:
Seek knowledge because seeking knowledge is indeed a sign
of those who stand in awe of their Lord. The pursuit of
knowledge is worship, meditation over it is glorification of
God, search for it is jihad, and instructing those who do not
know is equivalent to ~adaqa (charitable gift). 211

The allegorical debate between the animals and the humans
before the King of the Jinn
The publication of a partial Urdu translation of this fable by
Mawlawi Ikram cAli in 1810 in Calcutta,212 and the subsequent
publication of the same fragment in its original Arabic two years
later, also in Calcutta by Shaykh Al?mad b. Mul)ammad alYamani,213 marks the beginning of modern scholarship on the
Rasa'il. Aloys Sprenger appropriately remarked that the publication of this story, particularly because of the novelty of its ideas
and the peculiarity of its style, created a considerable sensation. 214
Since then the Rasa'il have attracted the curiosity of scholars, in
the East and the West, and this attention has continued unabated
to the present day. A critical review of the almost two centuries of
modern scholarship on the Rasa'il is in itself a fascinating study,
which I have addressed elsewhere? 15 However, I would like to
point out that Patricia Crone, a controversial scholar and editor of
a new series entitled "Makers of the Muslim World," correctly
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recognizes the importance of the Rasa>i[ and their place in the
history of Arabic science, philosophy and literature by allocating a
volume to this encyclopedia.216
The fable has been translated into major Western languages. It
addresses several motifs, namely, the political, religious and
philosophical implications of life in Muslim society at that time.
Also, Theodora Abel has analyzed psychological themes in the
story,2 17 while in the introduction to his English translation, Lenn
Goodman has dealt with the ecological aspects. 218 Before
analyzing it from a different angle, namely a humanistic
perspective, it is necessary to review the setting of the debate
and main arguments presented by both sides: the plaintiffs, that is,
the animals, and the defendants, that is, the humans.
The story begins as follows. About 70 men of commerce, crafts,
wealth and learning from diverse lands were shipwrecked, and
cast on the shore of an island. Having found the place rich in fruit
trees, fresh water, wholesome air, fine soil, vegetables, herbs and
plants, and all sorts of animals-cattle, birds, and beasts of preyliving in peace and harmony with one another, they decided to
settle there. 219 Soon they forced the cattle and some animals into
their service, by riding them and burdening them with heavy loads
as they used to do in their former lands. Some animals refused
and fled to the forests and hills. The humans pursued and hunted
them down, firmly convinced that the animals were like runaway
slaves. When the animals learned that this was what the humans
believed, they got together and decided to file a grievance against
this harsh treatment, oppression and encroachment of their
habitat in the court of the just and wise King of the ]inn. The King
promptly gathered his ]inni advisors who included the judges,
jurists, philosophers, knowledgeable and experienced persons and
summoned the humans to his court and asked them to
substantiate their alleged claim against the animals.
The human spokesperson, a descendant of [the Prophet's
uncle] 'Abbas, replied that he had religious and rational proof to
corroborate his claim. He then presented several verses from the
Qur>an. One of them I will recite here:

And He creates cattle: you derive warmth from them, and
[various other] uses; and from them you obtain food; and
you find beauty in them when you drive them home in the
evenings and when you take them out to pasture in the
mornings. And they carry your loads to [many] a place
which [otherwise] you would be unable to reach without
great hardship to yourselves .. . And (it is He who creates]
horses and mules and asses for you to ride, as well as for
[their] beauty. 220
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According to the humans, these verses indisputably demonstrated
that the animals were created for the humans and for their sake
and that the animals were their slaves and they were their masters.
In his argument he also added that there were additional verses in
the Qur'iin, the Torah and Gospels to further substantiate the
position he was propounding.
The spokesman of the animals, a mule, refuted the human's
assertion by stating that there was nothing in those verses that
supported their claim. Those verses, the mule asserted, merely
indicate that God granted kindness and blessings to mankind.
Citing a verse from the Qur'an, which states: "And has made the
sun and the moon, both of them constant upon their courses,
subservient [to His laws, so that they be of use] to you." 221 The
mule exclaimed rhetorically: "Do the Children of Adam think that
they too [i.e. the sun and the moon] are their slaves and chattels
and that they are their masters?" The mule continued by
addressing the ]inni King:
"Your majesty, God created all His creatures in heaven and
earth so that some will serve others, either to promote some
good or to forbid some evil. God's subordination of animals
to the Children of Adam is solely meant to assist them, not
as they dupe themselves into believing and falsely claiming
that they are our masters and we are their slaves."
The spokesperson of the humans simply reiterated his position.
Hence, the King intervened and addressing the humans he said:
"Only claims which are grounded in definite proof are acceptable
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before this court. What proof, 0 human beings, have you of your
claims?" The spokesperson for the humans replied:

for there are animals with superior senses and more precise
sensitivity. The camel, for example, despite his long legs and
neck and the elevation of his head in the air, finds his footing
along the most arduous and treacherous pathways in the
dark of night, something a human could never do without a
torch, or a candle . . . As for their claim of superiority in
regards to intellect- we do not find the slightest trace of
it. If they had such sophisticated minds they would not
have ridiculed us and boasted about themselves of things
which are neither of their own doing nor acquired
through their own efforts, but are among the manifold
gifts of God, to be recognized and given thanks for as acts
of grace. The truly intelligent take pride only in things
which are of their own doing . . . As far as we can see the
humans have no superiority to boast about, but only
unfounded claims, unwarranted allegations, and groundless
contentions. "227
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"We have rational proofs and philosophical arguments. Our
beautiful form, the erect construction of our bodies, our
keen senses, the subtlety of our discrimination, our keen
insight and superior intellect, all demonstrate that we are the
masters and they are the slaves. "222
The animal spokesperson snapped back:
"God wisely ordained that human form is better for humans
and ours is for us. Since God created Adam and his children
naked . . . and gave them fruit from trees as their food and
leaves of trees for their clothing ... He made humans stand
erect so it would be easy for them to reach the fruit and
leaves. By the same token, since God gave us the grass on the
ground for our food, He made us face downward so it would
be easy for us to reach it. This, not what the Children of
Adam allege, is the reason God made them erect and us bent
downward. "223
The King intervened and asked: "What about when God said:
'Verily, We create man in the best conformation."'224
The spokesperson of the animals replied: "The heavenly books
have interpretations (ta'wilat wa-tafsirat) which go beyond the
literal meaning and those 'who are deeply rooted in knowledge' (alrasikhuna fi'l-cilm) 225 know the true meaning, so let His Majesty,
the King, ask ahl al-dhikr. "226 So the King asked the learned sage
of the linn and He replied:
"The day God created Adam, the stars were at their zeniths,
the signs of the zodiac were solid and square, the season was
favorable . . . hence, matter was given the finest form." The
wise jinni added: "God's words have another meaning also.
They mean, He made humans neither tall and thin nor short
and square, but between the two extremes." The spokesperson of the animals immediately added: "God did the
same for us. He did not make us tall and thin, nor short and
squat, but in a proper proportion . . . Their claim of acute
perception and the powers of discernment are not unique,
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I think I have given you some sense of the original text, which is
not only amusing but also enlightening. Time and space do not
permit me to give more details, only a summary. Justifications for
the humans' claims are attempted in all manners by various other
representatives of mankind, such as a Jew, a Christian, a
Zoroastrian from Persia, an Indian, and a Greek, but all those
contentions are ultimately refuted by the animals at every
moment. As pointed out above by the animal representative,
humans' boasted powers of sensibility and discernment are
exceeded in one species of the animals or another, except for one
highly ambiguous gift, namely reason. The Ikhwan quite
satirically argue that even this precious gift of reason is used by
humans in defiance rather than in compliance with the dictates of
reason. In other words, God-given reason affords humans the
opportunity for heedlessness.
Herein lies the crux of the problem. According to the Qur'anic
Weltanschaung, as well as the intellectual principles upheld by the
Ikhwan and outlined in the 33rd epistle, entitled "On the
intellectual principles of the Ikhwan," the Universe was created by
God with design, wisdom and order wherein everything is
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connected by bonds of continuity. Order is explained by the fact
that every created thing is endowed with a definite and defined
nature. This nature not only allows everything to function in
harmony but also defines their limits. The idea of placing
restriction on everything is one of the most irrefutable points in
both the cosmology and theology of the Qur'an. Whereas the rest
of nature automatically obeys God, human beings alone possess
the choice to obey or to disobey. Moreover, human beings are
viewed in the Quran as rebellious and full of pride, attributing to
28
themselves the characteristics of self-sufficiency.Z The humans,
in the dispute between themselves and the animals, set themselves
apart, above and against the rest of nature. Obviously the humans
are then the oppressors and the usurpers. This is the real source of
the tension in the anthropocentric view projected by the Ikhwan,
which motivated them to compose this fable. In other words, how
can human abuse of animals and the destruction of the natural
environments be morally justified? I think that the fable and its
allegorical form gave the Ikhwan a degree of latitude to critique
not only the socio-political conditions that prevailed in Muslim
society at that time but also to comment on religion as practiced
by the Muslims, Jews, Christians, Zoroastrians, Indians, and
Greeks. The role of a religious critic is assigned in the fable to
$ti~ib al-'azima (literally, a person with determination), a high
court dignitary and advisor to the King of the linn. Like a chief
prosecutor, he always points out the shortcomings of the various
2 29
human spokespersons and reprimands them.
The Ikhwan's
commitment to the imperatives of sensibilities and moral justice
calls upon them to regard the matter of humans' justification of
their claim, both on religious and rational grounds, to be
problematic. The parable, therefore, cannot be dismissed or
treated simply as a futile intellectual exercise.
Before the Ikhwan provide us with a provisional resolution of
the dilemma let me summarize the last session of the court,
because it offers valuable clues to a solution. An orator from the
l;lij~ pleaded the last argument by saying:
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"The promises of our Lord to us [i.e. the humans] that we
will be resurrected on the Day of Judgment, admitted into
Paradise ... [with its vivid description], are stated in some
seven hundred odd verses of the Qur'an, and are specifically
related to us and not animals. This clearly indicates that we
are the masters and the animals are our slaves."230

At that point the nightingale stood up and rejoined:
"Yes, it is true, 0 human, but also state the balance of the
promise. 0 humans, you are also promised the torment of
the grave, the interrogation by Munkar and Nakir, the
terrors of the Reckoning Day, the rigorous accounting, the
threat of entry into the scorching flames of Gehenna . . . the
drinking of foul water, and the eating from the Tree of
Zaqqum, hot as molten lava. Every promise of the Qur'an is
followed by a threat. All this is for you, 0 humans, while we
are excluded from it. Just as we are promised no reward, we
face no threat of punishment. We are content with our
Lord's judgment in our case, neither for us nor against us
. . . The evidence between us and you, 0 human, is,
therefore, balanced, our fates are equal. So what is the matter
with you, 0 human, and all this boasting?"231

The l;lijazi demanded:
"How are we equal, when in either case [i.e. punishment or
reward] we survive forever and ever? If we obey, we are with
the prophets, Friends of God (awliyii' Allah), the Imams and
the Aw~iyii', Sages, the virtuous and the righteous .. . who
resemble the angels . . . And even if we are condemned to
punishment, still we will be rescued by the intercession of
our Prophet." 232

At that time the leaders of the animals and the Jinni Sages all
proclaimed:
"Now, at last, [0 humans,] you have spoken the truth.
Indeed, the examples you have given are something to boast
about and something to strive for . . . But, tell us, 0
community of humans, about the characteristics of those
virtuous people and their way oflife, if you are truthful, and
state those things if you have knowledge thereof."233
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Just then the entire gathering of humans fell silent, reflecting over
what they had been asked. No one had an answer. Finally, a
learned, experienced man of intelligence, culture, refinement, and
insight, who was Persian by birth and upbringing, Muslim by
faith, 234 I;Ianafi in ideology, Iraqi in culture, Hebrew ('ibn) in lore,
Christian in manner, Damascene in piety, Greek in sciences,
Indian in insight, Sufi in conduct, angelic in character, and divine
in thought- said:

the concepts of adwar and akwiir, that is, the conception of
history as one of a series of cycles of prophecy, each cycle followed
by a gradual decay leading to a new cycle, are applicable to the
entire world. 237 Humanity's hegemony on earth is, therefore, of
limited duration. There are other spheres of life over which
mankind has no control. The verdict announced in the ]inni court
is merely provisional until the current cycle of history ends.
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"0 just King of the linn and the community that has
gathered together, know that those who are the Friends of
God, the choicest of His creation and the best of His
servants, have praiseworthy characters, pious acts, diverse
learning, noble attributes, knowledge pertaining to God,
angelic traits, holy and just conduct, and wondrous ways,
which our tongues are weary to describe and no account can
do justice to enumerate their ways of life and the virtues of
their character."

Then addressing the just King of the ]inn, the spokesperson
continued: "What does your Majesty command with respect to
. al .,,235
these h uman strangers and amm s~
So, the King of the ]inn delivered his judgment that the animals
must be subject to the commands and prohibitions of the humans
and serve them until the beginning of the new epoch? 36 It is
worthy to note that in the 'Atif Effendi, the oldest extant
manuscript transcribed in 578/1182 and two other old manuscripts, Esad Effendi (numbers 3637 and 3638) the dispute ends
without the judgment.
I would like to conclude that in the Neoplatonic cosmology of
the Ikhwan, humans are at the top of the sublunary scheme and
even better than some of the angels. According to the revealed
scriptures, humans are the culmination of creation and God's
vicegerents on earth. Despite this lofty station their privilege is not
absolute. Because humans are endowed with reason and
responsibility, they are subject to the special graces of intercession
and redemption. The Ikhwan assert that all human dynasties and
empires rise and fall in accordance with God's decrees and that
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Conclusion

Intellectual movements become more comprehensible when they
are studied in dose reference to the socio-political forces that
produce them. My reading of the Rasa'il and some of the major
themes that I have analyzed in the foregoing pages dearly indicate
that they were a product of a secretive religio-political movement
and an intellectual organization of the late third/the beginning of
the tenth century, whose goal was to supplant the Sunni 'Abbasid
caliphate with a Shi'i imamate. The brotherhood of Sincere
Brethren and Faithful Friends (Ikhwim al-Safa' wa-Khullan alW afii') was a pseudonym assumed by the authors of this
celebrated encyclopedia to conceal their true identity. They
describe themselves as seekers of truth whose aim was to reform
Muslim society from within. They entered into the ongoing
debate, between the proponents of the imported Greek sciences
and philosophy and the adherents of Islamic revelation, in which
each side claimed to possess the truth. The authors of the Rasa'il
combined the main tenets of the Shi'i faith, the need for and
existence of a divinely sanctioned supreme authority, the Imam,
with the validity of reason as a source of knowledge. Thus, they
synthesized reason with revelation basing it on Neoplatonic
cosmology and Shi'i doctrine and offered a new world order
under the aegis of the Imam, who resembles Plato's philosopherking. They also formulated a model of an inclusive Islam with
values of tolerance and understanding between different religions
and cultures. Their so-called "liberal" interpretation of Islam was
still rooted in the spirit of the Qur'an, especially the themes
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present in the verses 62 of surat al-Baqara and 69 of surat alMil'ida238 and the verses 136 and 285 of surat al-Baqara and 84 of

Ba~ra as the authors. 242 Abbas Hamdani has analyzed al-
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surat Al clmran? 39

The question as to how the Rasil'il were received by their
readers and their impact on subsequent thinkers is yet to be
extensively explored. However, here is a brief glimpse. Abu
Sulayman al-Sijistaru (d. ca. 390/1000-01), nicknamed al-Mantiqi
(the Logician, for having written numerous commentaries on
Aristotelian logic), states in Siwiln al-l;zikma, composed between
339/950- 1 and 349/960- 1, that the Rasil'il were current among
people and were widely read. 240 He also quotes approvingly from
them. Another reference, from the same time period, comes from
Islamic Spain, which not only further demonstrates the Rasil'ifs
popularity but also the swift movement of the books throughout
the Muslim world. The author was Abu '1-Qasim Maslama b. alQasim b. Ibrahim al-Ququbi, born in Cordoba in 293/906 and
died there in 353/964. In her article entitled "Plants, Mary the
Copt, Abraham, Donkeys and Knowledge: Again on Batinism
during the Umayyad Caliphate in al-Andalus," Maribel Fierro
states:
The Ghayat al-~akim (=Picatrix), an astrological and
magical work, and the Rutbat al-~akim, an alchemical
work, have been attributed to the mathematician Maslama
al-Majriti (d. ca. 398/1007), although the most frequent
dates appearing in the mss of such works are the years 339342/950-953 in the case of the Rutba, and 343- 348/954- 959
in the case of the Ghaya, which excludes authorship on the
part of Maslama al-Majriti ... Finally, in Rutba mention is
made of some Epistles that are understood as referring to the

Epistles of the Pure Brethren (Rasa'il Ikhwan al-Safa').
Taking all this into consideration, I agree with Holmyard
that the internal evidence of both the Ghaya and the Rutba
indicates that they were written between 339/950 and 348/
959. Maslama b. Qasim al-Qurtubi (d. 353/964) is the best
candidate as their author?41

Abu l:layyan al-Tawbidi also refers to the Rasil'il in his Kitilb alimtac wa'l-mu'ilnasa and names four contemporary thinkers from
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Tawbidi's story and demonstrated that the latter's concern was
not to establish the authorship of the Rasil'il, but to malign Zayd
b. Rifaca, a man of letters and a close associate of the vizier, Ibn
Sacdan, in the latter's eyes. Al-Tawbidi thought that he could
prove Zayd's unorthodox views by confirming that the latter was
associated with the authors of the Rasa'il while he resided in
Ba~ra. I have further elaborated on this issue elsewhere with a full
English translation of the relevant passages from Kitilb al-imtac
wa'l-mu'ilnasa and additional material. 243 The Rasil'il were read
by Ibn Sina' (d. 428/1037) when he was young?44 Unfortunately,
all subsequent references to the Rasil'il in the works of al-Bayhaqi
(d. 565/1169-70),245 Ibn al-Qif\:i (d. 646/1248),246 Ibn al-cibri (d.
685/1286), al-Shahrazuri (d. ca. 687/1288),247 al-Safadi (d. 764/
1363) 248 and l:lajji Khalifa, also known as Katib Celebi (d. 1067/
1657) 249 are nothing but variations on the story propounded by
al-Tawbidi. The reception of the Rasa'il within the various circles
of Ismacili dacwa is beyond the scope of this chapter.
Manuscript copies of the Rasil'il seem to be widely scattered.
Leaving aside the copies in the private collections of the Bohra
families in the Indian sub-continent, there are at least 14 complete
copies of all four volumes in the libraries of Istanbul, Paris,
London, and the Bodleian alone. 250 The oldest extant copy in the
cAtif Effendi library in Istanbul was transcribed in 578/1182. 251
This in itself testifies that the Rasil'il circulated widely in certain
circles.
Abu I:Iamid al-Ghazali, at the end of the fifth/eleventh century,
understood very well that the threat of the Ismacilis and the
Rasil'il was not merely political but also intellectual. He perceived
that it was not simply Muctazilite rationalism, for in their
synthesis the Ismacilis had gone far beyond to encompass the
entire spectrum of scientific thought. They had integrated the
Greek sciences and philosophy and their formal reasoning into
one universal valid truth, synonymous with religious reality.
Therefore, in addition to his Fafjii'il;z al-Batiniyya,252 which is
exclusively devoted to refuting the newly formulated doctrine of
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ta'lim, that one must accept the absolute authority of the infallible
Imam in religious faith, he refuted the Isma'ilis in several other
books. In some of those polemical works he loses his customary
academic serenity and becomes almost shrill in his denunciation.
Referring to the Rasii'il in his Munqidh min al-4aliil (The Savior
from Error), which has been called al-Ghazali's "Apologia pro
doctrina sua," he states that the book of Ikhwiin al-~afii' is really
the refuse of philosophy (/:tashw aljalsafa) because their
philosophy is based on the feeble philosophy of Pythagoras
whose philosophy is the weakest of all philosophical doctrines
since it had already been refuted by Aristotle. 253
Finally, the attempts to reconcile reason and revelation in Islam
did not succeed as demonstrated by the failure of the Mu'tazila,
whatever their excesses might have been. Similarly the efforts of
al-Farabi at the popular level to make philosophy a part of Islamic
education also failed. In the case of the Rasii'il, their Shi'i-Isma'ili
connection could not remain hidden. Moreover, since the
Isma'ilis were depicted as the zaniidiqa (the godless) par
excellence, their efforts were doomed to failure.
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Rasil'il, vol. 1, p. 260; see also Rasd'il, vol. 1, p. 294; vol. 2, p. 380;
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vol. 3, pp. 39- 40.
Rasii'il, vol. 3, p. 40. Miskawayh states that life is of two kinds:
bodily life (/:layiit badaniyya) and spiritual life (/:layiit nafsiyya). An
ignorant person's life is of the former type while the life of a
learned one is of the latter type. AI-Tawl].idi and Miskawayh, alHawiimil wa'l-shawdmil, eds. Al;tmad Amin and Al].mad Saqr
(Cairo: Lajnat al-ta'lif wa'l-tarjama, 1951), pp. 284 - 5.
Rasii'i~ vol. 4, p. 122. The Arabic reads:
~ j.J; .1~1 .;.c.lll ;l?-'siJ .M\!)1.!1)....... .!J.L,J •r.,WIJ ....;)w.1.,...u. <J .,rf lj .lp..u
·•.......41:P.' t.o ~J ,...,wl tL-Jf ;£ .:..1" ~J ,.,~~ ;.u; .:..1" .Jo..i.:-iJ ,UA;JI ri .:..1";.,::;
~~J . ~1 rt.o! J.,; ~.> L;... .!.ll.> ..L:oJ •....._,j~ 1 ...,.....~~~ ..:..ljr ..... J
....,.5 ;~J""f ~
yb....PfJ .l,.,J'sl .!1)....... ~ ..:,.;! .:>! ja.ill. ~ ;rAJ .;,! §.;..J .ij.il4 .!u.. ~ .;,! .,rf I;
~~ ~ .;,!J .~l_r.J-.) ...... J_,L\1 ·~ L) t ;,).ill i""'\.!L..oy. .:...~..; J · ~~~ ..,.....1~1
.;1.is:J1J ;1_r.'s1 .!1)....... ~ ..:,.;I .:>! ja.il4 liU.:.:. t;JI .;;-AI .;,I §.;.. ,ij.il4 .:>lJo:.:.

·•r.l'
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A. J. Arberry, Revelation and Reason in Islam (London: George
Allen & Unwin, 1965), p. 7.
Muhsin Mahdi, "The Rational Tradition in Islam," p. 43; idem,
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those sources were translated into Arabic by the translators in the
circle of al-Kindi.
In his Philosophy of Plato, al-Farabi presents Plato who is neither
mystical nor metaphysical but who is primarily political. Timaeus
is not a work on cosmology but a political work meant to instruct
the citizens in correct opinions. Mahdi, Alfarabi and the
Foundation of Islamic Political Philosophy, p. 56.
Plato: The Collected Dialogues including the Letters, ed. Edith
Hamilton and H. Cairns with Introduction and Prefatory Notes
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1971), p. xxiii.
Arberry, Revelation and Reason, p. 8.
Plato: The Collected Dialogues, Laws, Book X. For the analysis of
Book X see A. E. Taylor, Plato: The Man and His Work (Cleveland:
The World Publishing Company, 1964), pp. 489- 92.
For the discussion of the issue as to why a prophet is needed for
the foundation of the law, see Fazlur Rahman, Prophecy in Islam:
Philosophy and Orthodoxy (London: George Allen & Unwin,
1958), pp. 53- 64.
It is more than an account of the creation of the universe, it is an
explanation. Plato: The Collected Dialogues, Timaeus; for its
analysis see Taylor, Plato: The Man and His Work, pp. 436- 62.
Rasii'il, vol. 3, p. 18; in Arabic it reads:
J _r. <ifJ •...,FI ~~ <if JIJ •r _,l.JI .:..1" <AI,..J ,... .b. <if JIJ J ; W.I L) :JL..i~l UU. 0~ .J
·..}'..#
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Alfarabi and the Foundation of Islamic Political Philosophy
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2001), pp. 29- 46.
Mahdi, "The Rational Tradition in Islam," p. 44.
Ibid., p. 48. Mahdi states that in fact, the question of the leadership
of the Islamic community was one of the primary questions, if not
the primary question, that led to the rise of Islamic theology. The
legal qualifications of rulers continued to be discussed for a long
time, but the rulers themselves had long since ceased to act as
worthy successors of the Prophet. Mahdi, Alfarabi and the
Foundation of Islamic Political Philosophy, pp. 20- 3.
Mahdi, "The Rational Tradition in Islam," p. 53; idem, Alfarabi
and the Foundation of Islamic Political Philosophy, pp. 47-62.
The Rasii'irs philosophy, according to their own statement, was
derived from Neo-Pythagoreanism and Neoplatonism and all
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Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
~

vol.
vol.
vol.
vol.

u....w'

3,
3,
3,
1,

pp. 18- 19.

p. 19.

p. 29.
p. 157; it reads:
~ .J •Jal .:>\' •...ryWI .....r .,;.UJ .:.ot..UI r~f . .;,rJ ~_r..JI ~ ~ .u .:..1" ~;t;
.~ .. . lj L...o,:.-1 .W.I

,..t LJJ

.~ .:,ot..Ui ~.:) ·~Y- .} ·~

Fa~l almaqiil wa-taqrir mil bayn al-shan-<a wa '1-/:likma min al-itt#iil (The

50

It is interesting to note in this respect Ibn Rushd's treatise

51

decisive treatise, determining the connection between the law and
wisdom). In the opening statement Ibn Rushd states that his goal
is to investigate, from the perspective of shan-< a, whether reflection
upon philosophy and the science of logic is permitted, prohibited
or commanded. His arguments are quite similar to those
advocated by the Ikhwan throughout their epistles. Averroes,
Decisive Treatise & Epistle Dedicatory, trans., with introduction
and notes by Charles E. Butterworth (Provo, Utah: Brigham
Young University Press, 2001).
Rasii'il, vol. 3, pp. 29-30. The Arabic reads:
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J" U-l.ill.:.r' ~ly1._,;.~1 5! .!1J;J -tJ;All.:) .:>~J •J...o'YI J"
U_,... 1..~ Jf :J'--' C:!) 4J..t.sJ C:"'--'"( Wll..J .J \:;! l.S" .AJI UU. ...,..._.;
l,.

tl; ·~ .:.r' ~J ~~IJ <,JW~I ~I~~ yo J'Y'WIJ ifrll.:.r" ._,P~iiJS:.aJ . ..

.ill:-1 Jl ~l..a..IJ •• w, .;,_,s:li
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53
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Hamid Enayat, "An Outline of the Political Philosophy of the
Rasa>il of the Ikhwiin al-Safa>", in S. H. Nasr, ed., Ismacili
Contributions to Islamic Culture (Tehran: Imperial Iranian
Academy of Philosophy, 1977), pp. 25- 49.
See Paul Kraus, "Raziana I: La conduite du philosophe, traite
d'ethique d'Abli MuQammad b. Zakariyya al-Razi," Orientalia 4
(1935), pp. 300-34; idem, "Raziana II: Extraits du kitiib aclam alnubuwwa d'Abli l:Utim al-Razi," Orientalia 5 (1936), pp. 35- 6,
358- 78; Ismail Poonawala, Biobibliography of Ismiicili Literature
(Malibu, Calif.: Undena Publications, 1977), pp. 36-9.
See for example Rasa>il, vol. 4, pp. 186- 8, 189. Enayat, "An Outline
of the Political Philosophy of the Rasa>;~" p. 27.
Rasa>il, vol. 4, pp. 187, 190; Enayat, "An Outline of the Political
Philosophy of the Rasa>il," p. 28. In his introduction to The Basic
Works of Aristotle (New York: Random House, 1971, p. xxviii),
Richard McKeon states that according to the traditional order of
the books- which has not, however, found favor with recent
scholars- Politics would close with the consideration of the
conditions of revolution in Book V (which was previously Book
VIII), and such a conclusion would be dialectically appropriate, for
revolutions occur when the order of the state no longer fits the
conditions of its citizens.
In his al-Siyasa al-sharciyya (Cairo: al-Maktaba al-Salafiyya,
1951), written following the Mongol sack of Baghdad, Ibn
Taymiyya was the first to have introduced a theory of political
rebellion in the medieval Sunni discourse. He states that if a ruler
acts against the interests of Islam, not only undermining such a
regime is warranted, but its overthrow is also justified. For a
systematic examination of the idea and treatment of political
resistance and rebellion in Islamic law, see Khaled Abou El Fadl,
Rebellion & Violence in Islamic Law (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2001).
Enayat, "An Outline of the Political Philosophy of the Rasa>il,"
p. 32. The point that social organization and mutual help among
members of human organizations are essential for attaining
happiness in this world and the next is reiterated several times. For
example see, Rasa>il, vol. 1, pp. 99-100.
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Bernard Lewis, "Siydsa," in A. H. Green, ed., In Quest of Islamic
Humanism: Arabic and Islamic Studies in Memory of Mohamed alNowaihi (Cairo: The American University in Cairo Press, 1984),
pp. 3-14.
Rasa>il, vol. 1, pp. 273- 4; Enayat, "An Outline of the Political
Philosophy of the Rasa>il," p. 33. Al-Farabi's use of the term siydsa
carries almost the same meaning. See al-Farabi, I~a> al-culum, ed.
cuthman Amin, 2nd ed. (Cairo: Maktabat al-Anjlli al-Mi~riyya,
1968), p. 125; English tr. Fauzi Najjar, "Alfarabi: The Enumeration
of the Sciences," in Ralph Lerner and Muhsin Mahdi, eds.,
Medieval Political Philosophy (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press,
1972), p. 24.
Enayat has uniformly translated the term siydsa as politics, which
is incorrect.
Enayat, "An Outline of the Political Philosophy of the Rasa>il,"
pp. 34-9.

Al-Risiila al-jiimica al-mansuba li'l-/:lakim al-Majrifi, wa-hiya tiij
Rasa>;[ Ikhwiin al-Safa> wa-Khullan al-Wafa>, ed. Jamil ~aliba
(Damascus: Matbucat al-Majmac al-cllmi al-cArabi, 1949), vol. 1,
pp. 439- 45.
Rasa>il, vol. 4, pp. 18, 171. It states:
~ .J .~.,H .J ...;;.&; """ •lA:1' ..:..>J ..:.>.~,. &- ... .:>t..)I .:.r" ;L r•T t.:.~! 4 .:; t;t,; us.-..t...J-· U..:.li t:.!.A.o ,r.J ... •1.,.1.:) Wi}l <,Jl.-J)I ~..l.o lJ.uW.J ,~\ v"Y'l:JI ...,..,..L.<>
.... >L.....'YIJ J'~l ~ ~,S.lll ~I J'Y'WI ...,..,..L.<> ~
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.J :~.:j..UI

o..\.o

·~ .;,~J

In Ismacili doctrine he is a lawgiver prophet who brings new
shari'a, abrogates the previous shan-<a and initiates a new cycle
(dawr) of hierohistory. Farhad Daftary, The Ismiicilis: Their
History and Doctrines (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1990), passim.
The Arabic reads:
.~~IJ ~lj)i ..,._.,.L_, ~'--' <;...S'J oft)\ .la!l_r.J ..,..._1~1 ..,._,..WI yolo .J
Fazlur Rahman states that the Muslim philosophers' attempt to
formulate the theory of revelation, or the theory of prophecy was
quite conscious and deliberate. He further adds that every detail of
this elaborate theory has its source in Greek ideas, however, the
intricate eclectic elaboration is, of course, new. Rahman, Prophecy
in Islam, p. 64.
Rasa>il, vol. 4, p. 124; it reads:
.. L-.JI '-'!j yi}JI .;,! l.S" •,JP;'YI '-'lj ..:.>lJI_,J-1 .;,! ...... CJ.I. \.;~1J .UI .:.IJ.j! ·t'Y' 4;-i ~I
JL,.>-1 J ..~1 {'""

.:>W~I J.Ai!J ,.;,L....;~i yo

\,)j

4J_r.(J iJr" ~ J ~ ..:.>UI_,J-1 (i .;,!J

<,;)I <J {'""-"'! { •(>l..J\ ~ «\,i~l {'"" iJ.r--" ~)J i.,.J, .w..JI ._.1;!1 ,.w..JI {'"".')~..WI

J" ,__,.l.i;J

j.. J ~ •ts},H6!J ,4J_,J..u 4is' .L,:-~1 6! Js la..:..-1 .li .J~_,.iliJ .• ~1 U....":)Ull
... .
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~J ~J ~..t.,.IJ ~J

Rasa>il, vol. 4, p. 125; it states:
..:...... J 4--11 "'J .~1 "') Jt 11 _All J~
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<Arabiyya li'l-kitab, 1987; French tr. Roger Arnaldez, Le Petit Livre
du Salut ([Paris]: Maison Arabe du Livre, 1987), Miskawayh has
devoted the third issue to the question of prophecy. He discusses
various modes of revelation including the faculty of imagination
and has assigned a separate section to the previously cited
tradition.
The tradition transmitted by al-Bukhari and Muslim states: "A
good vision (al-ru>ya al-$aliba) is one forty-sixth of prophecy."
Bukhan transmitted another tradition on the authority of <A>isha,
which states that the Prophet's mission began with "true visions,"
which came to him in his sleep and he said that they were like "the
breaking of the light of dawn." Bukhan, Matn Bukhari bi-bashiyat
al-Sindi (Beirut: Dar al-Ma<rifa, 1978), vol. 4, pp. 207-8; Tabrizi,
Mishkat al-m~abib, ed. Mul].ammad Na~ir al-Din al-Albaru
(Damascus: Manshiirat al-maktab al-Islami, 1381/1961), vol. 2,
p. 528; English tr. J. Robson, Mishkat al-Masabih (Lahore:
Muhammad Ashraf, 1975), vol. 2, p. 962; Martin Lings,
Muhammad: His life based on the earliest sources (London:
Islamic Texts Society, 1983), p. 43. "A true vision" also occurs in
the stories of some prophets, especially the story of Joseph in the
Qur>an. Unfortunately, the remaining 45 qualities are not listed in
the traditions. See also al-Tawl].idi and Miskawayh, al-Hawamil
wa'l-shawamil, pp. 125-6.
Rasa>il, vol. 4, p. 125; it states:
.!.l);, 6\i ,,:,t-)1 ~ ~J

J . :.AH_,.ill ;!)•! ~ ;J• J

_All~ ~IJ

J

JL..oJL-1 oh ..:...a..::..-1 1:.1

~ J •.:,~..UI i _,.,.; .)s ..:....W.l.UJ , ~ ~ ~ .)s ~_,li

..:..ALi J ,~IJ ;,;i; .)s lsW,.\

~ ~I ..;._,...JJ ~l,i• .:) ~~\ ~ ..:;...1• •.:,~..UI ~4--o .)s ~~I ~J ,.WI' ~u) J ,~_,.:.II
.WJ ,~! j/- ..:.l.!.i .:,~..UI ~4--o.:} ~~J ·~ iuJ ..laj ~~I ..!Jl; ..:J_joii 61J . ~l.r!
·tPJ> r-P ..:..lljJ ~.r'T ;..-! ~
Al-Farabi states that it is difficult to find all those qualities [the 12
qualities described bdow] united in one person. He adds, a man
endowed with those qualities will be found one at a time only,
such a man being very rare. Therefore, if there exists a man who
fulfills six or five of the aforementioned qualities, excluding the gift
of visionary prophecy, he will be the sovereign. Richard Walzer,
ed. and trans., Al-Farabi on the Perfect State: Abu N~r al-Fartibi's
.:)

Mabadi> ara> ahl al-madina al-fat}ila, A revised text with
introduction, translation, and commentary (Oxford: Clarendon
69

Press, 1985), pp. 48-51.
Rasa>it vol. 4, p. 128; it reads:
~ _,...! .:,~.i.ll i./.~IJ !l_,il.l l....\t 1 j!- a.;I......J:.I l...\.!)u ·<)~ JJJ

yL........ :.Jl»j l...\t)i .Ji

l...\.1; jW a.;~ J)l l...\.1)1 ~~J .. , ~IJ ;_,l:.IJ .,WIJ ~4 •l....o. ~IJ rl....o. ~\ .)s 'l'l u\l.L
... .Jl-'jiJ J..LJ4 c:_IJ;~IJ ...,._,-,ll i.J~ .:,~.i.ll ~1_,..:.11 ...,..,L......i
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•J;--::!1 .:>3•J .. . <JL..)I ~ l:.lf .~ rl• L.'...,.WJ rt-'i'J .:>t-)1 ..,.....~.,pJ .!.>_,..,!.1 Y" ~~
of .j jL.oJL.,..!.UJ ..:..A! .. . ~;~·~~~ JP ...;J1J ,.w1 ru!J ... 4.t_,..:.ll ~~J •JJt:l' c:_jlJ
....... i.~JJ

The passage strikes a chord with Weber's theory of charisma and
the crucial issue of succession when the personal basis of
charismatic authority is removed by the death of the Prophet.
Bryan Turner, Weber and Islam: A Critical Study (London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1974), pp. 79-80, 83-4. Although the
Ikhwan state that they have elucidated the remaining 45 qualities
in a separate epistle, they are not to be found in the epistles except
for 26 qualities enumerated separately in the same epistle.

Rasa>it vol. 4, p. 125. The Arabic reads:
o! J ciJ..:. .;,~ ;:,! ~ <$.i.ll _,.>,~.fl.:. Jt .ot ~ ~~J .J JL..oJL-1 ..!.llJ ..:...a..::..-1 .:>lJ
..!.llJ ..:..,a..:...I ·r-Pt..._.,. .J i;~ "fo .:fJ ~'J .J JL..oJL-1 ..!.llJ ~ "' ...~ r ~~" ...-u J
..laj

4.11 ..;Fl YJ e)J ;..;• .P' :,~.~h~l l.!j)l ../' JJ~I :<t_All JlWzi ~
~h
In his book al-Fawz al-~ghar (ed. Salil). <AQima. [Paris]: al-Dar al-

u-
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Ibid., vol. 4, p. 128. Norman Brown states: "It is in terms of
prophecy, not incarnation, and therefore in terms of theophany or
epiphany that Islam envisages the Divine Humanity: 'Islam
without in any way overlooking the limited and weak aspect of
human nature does not consider man in his aspect as a perverted
will but essentially as a theomorphic being who as the vicegerent
(khalifa) of God on earth is the central theophany (tajalli) of God's
Names and Qualities'." (Apocalypse and/or Metamorphosis
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), p. 53).
Rasa>il, vol. 4, p. 129; it states:
~ ~ ~ ~ ~.til .; A +- .:} ~.i"' ._,...c; ~ J~ ~~ JJ ll,.. ~ -,._j'jl ~rJI
~ ~J <,~):-1...,.._,-,ll 4l...,..,..loo.:l ... ..:..UI_,.ill~ }J•~I ~ ; J•.:) Jl.U .J.ll ,:,;,~ l$JI ...,...ell
'
. ... ~A~~..-,.,!
See also Marquet, La philosophie des Ibwan al-$aja>, pp. 501- 8.
Rasa>il, vol. 4, pp. 129-30. My translation is not literal, but truthful
to its meaning.
Al-Farabi, Mabadi> ara> ahl al-madina aljat}ila, pp. 246- 9.
M. Mahdi, "Al-Farabi's Imperfect State," Journal of the American
Oriental Society 110 (1990), pp. 691-726.
The Collected Dialogues of Plato, including the letters, ed. Edith
Hamilton and Huntington Cairns (Princeton: Princeton University
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Press, 1971), p. 576. Plato's Republic (Kitab al-siyiisa) and Laws
(Kitiib al-nawiimis) were translated by l:funayn b. Isl)aq, see Ibn
al-Nadim, Kitiib al-fihrist, ed. Riqii Tajaddud (Tehran: Maktabat
al-Asadi wa-Maktabat al-Ja'fari, 1971), p. 306; English tr. B.
Dodge, The Fihrist of al-Nadim (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1970), vol. 2, p. 592. For the translation movement of the
ninth century see Dimitri Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture:
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The Graeco-Arabic Translation Movement in Baghdad and Early
'Abbasid Society (2nd-4th/8th-10th centuries) (London: Routledge,
1998), pp. 175-86. A commentary on The Republic was used by al-
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77

Fiirabi and it constitutes the main part of Ibn Rushd's
commentary. EP, s.v. Aflatun, by Walzer; idem, "On the Legacy
of the Classics in the Islamic World," in Greek into Arabic: Essays
on Islamic Philosophy (Oxford: Bruno Cassirer, 1963), p. 31. It is
obvious that the list of the 12 inborn qualities of the ruler of the
perfect state originate with Plato from the opening chapter of the
sixth book of his Republic.
In his Kitiib ta/:l~il al-sa'ada (Attainment of Happiness) alFariibi lists briefly those 12 qualities in a slightly different order
and refers to Plato's Republic. See Kitiib ta/:l~il al-sa'ada, ed. Ja'far
AI Yasin (Beirut: Dar al-Andalus, 1981), p. 95; English tr. M.
Mahdi, "Alfarabi: The Attainement of Happiness," in Medieval
Political Philosophy, p. 80. In his Kitab al-milla wa-nu~u~ ukhra,
ed. Mul)sin Mahdi (Beirut: Dar al-Machreq, 1968), p. 72, al-Farabi
also refers to Plato's Republic. Plato dedicated a significant part of
The Republic and the Laws to the importance of moral training in
early childhood, see Walzer, Al-Fariibi on the Perfect State,
pp. 444-5.
AI-Kulini, al-U~ul min al-kiifi, ed. 'Ali Akbar al-Ghaffari, 3rd ed.
(Tehran: Dar al-Kutub al-Islamiyya, 1388), vol. 1, kitab al-/:lujja;
al-Mawardi, al-A/:Ikiim al-sultaniyya, 2nd ed. (Cairo: Mu~tafa alBabi al-l:falabi, 1966), p. 6; Abu Ya'la al-Farra', al-A/:Ikiim alsultaniyya, ed. Mul)ammad l:famid al-Faqi, 2nd ed (Cairo: Mu~tafa
al-Babi al-l:falabi, 1966), pp. 20-2.
Rahman, Prophecy in Islam, pp. 11 - 14, 30- 1, 36. Rahman states
that the imaginative faculty (al-quwwa al-mutakhayyila) is the
central principle on which the Muslim philosophers base their
explanation of the inner, psychological process of revelation. AlKindi uses three terms: al-quwwa al-m~awwira, quwwat altawahhum and quwwat al-takhayyul and equates all three with the
Greek al-fantasiyya. AI-Kindi, Rasa'il al-Kindi, ed. Mul)ammad
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'Abd al-Hadi Abu Rida (Cairo: Dar al-Fikr al-'Arabi, 1950-3), vol.
1, pp. 167, 284, 295.
Mahdi explains why the faculty of imagination is considered lower
than the very act of revelation by al-Farabi. He (Alfarabi and the
Foundation of Islamic Political Philosophy, p. 162) states:
Although Alfarabi is not willing to enter into detail on how
revelation or prophecy takes place, he asserts that it is not
prophecy (defined as the overflow of the divine mind to the
[power of] imagination [without making it quite clear whether
the overflow is from the divine mind or from reason or from the
illumination itself] but revelation (defined as the overflow of the
divine mind to reason) that is the vehicle for the achievement of
a human being's highest perfection and for the excellence of the
city he founds and rules.
AI-Kindi, Rasa'il al-Kindi, vol. 1, pp. 372- 3; it states:
,~ ..UI ..:..l_,l..o •J.-)1 ~ ,~Loj ~J ;tA ~ ~J ~ ~J .,_..u. ')4 ..,._J~1 r-W' ...
..;J:cliJ ..:.A.;.~t)4 ~ ~J..;...; ~J ~ ~J .,....u. ~ .u1 .1_.,> 1;.. jwJ j... .~, ~ c;..UI
...""it...;J .....U.IJ o-lj.J...,.;J •-'.!~ ~ lf;AJ ~~ _o+1.:, ,JwJ j... ,.;•I;J C:: J. ,.;Loy. ~J
•••. _,!.,)1 .JJ• ,~ ..UI .:.ol_,l..o •J..)l4.Pl:>- r-WI lh .Jif
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Ibn Sina', Avicenna's De Anima (Arabic Text): Being the
Psychological part of Kitab al-Shifa', ed. Fazlur Rahman
(London: Oxford University Press, 1959), pp. 173, 249- 50, 276- 7,
292-3; Rahman, Prophecy in Islam, pp. 14- 20, 31 - 45.
EP, s.v. al-Razi, Abu Bakr Mul)ammad b. Zakariyya', by L.
Goodman.
Gabriel is referred to in the Qur'an as an agent of revelation, see
Qur'an 2:97; 26:192-5.
Rasa'it vol. 4, p. 136; it states:
ll t:.,:. .;jiJ ..~IJ "'f; Jj ~ ~ .;! ~_rJI ~l....o ~ ~~ JL...;I..I CS-l>-! .J' .Jf ~IJ
~I .S:,"')I..\1 ,:r ~J .;r-!J "'-'d ~I <la...l_,ll Jj ~ ~ ·~r.JI e;J>J LJ ~J _A_: ..,~J J ~
.~IS' 1_,-j!J •r_,l.JI ,:r ~ 1_,........... I l>j U..':)l..i)IJ .~1 L%fJ ....._,!... ~ ..:..\iJj LJ ..,lj ~ j
~•l.f:.-IJ ~f

iji Jj

.!JJ.;

1_,...;

,..._~,-.

IJJ• Jf ...

~I ,:r ~

1_,..............., }

. .. . t""+!i) ;, J---> J
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Ibid., vol. 4, pp. 261-2. In fifth- to sixth-century Athens, the peak
of the philosophical curriculum was no longer metaphysics, but
theology, Le. a philosophical discourse about the divine principles,
whose sources lie in the revelations of late paganism, in Plato's
dialogues, etc. Referring to this phenomenon C. D' Ancona, "Greek
into Arabic: Neoplatonism in Translation," p. 16, states that
philosophy, insofar as it celebrates the truly divine principles of
the visible cosmos, is prayer. See also A. C. Lloyd, "The Later
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Neoplatonists," in A. H. Armstrong, ed., The Cambridge History of
Later Greek and Early Medieval Philosophy, pp. 272-325.
This definition of philosophy occurs several times in the Rasa'il
and al-RisiJla al-jami'a, vol. 1, pp. 92-123. In his epistle entitled
"On the first philosophy," al-Kindi defines philosophy as "the
knowledge of the realities of things according to human capacity."
In another epistle, "On the definition of things," he defines
philosophy as "imitation of God's actions according to human
capacity," or "philosophy is the man's knowledge of himself." He
comments that the latter is extremely noble with profound
meaning. The Arabic reads:
~LU; .1,.:-~1 ~ t..~ ~I u....l.&JI ~l:.... ,i_,;.r' 4JplJ ,iJ_;--:..o <,;W)'I ..:..~~~ ~~ ~~
~ u....l.&JI uj ... uW)'I UU. ;.U. JW ..UI Jw4 .;.:.:11 ~ u....l.&JI uj ... uW)'I UU. ;.lij
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87

88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

96
97

•....:...ii uW)'I i;_,.... u...J..&JI .. . uW)'I uu. ;.u. ·~J 4:;11-oJ ~~ .~, <t..lj~l .~,.:-~1
The phrase: jw ..U4 <;..:.; fi1 Y' J •t. ..~:,.o Jjl Y' JW' occurs in "The Liber
de Causis (Kalam fi milQcJ 'al-khayr): A Study of Medieval
Neoplatonism," ed. and trans. by Richard Taylor (Ph.D. dissertation submitted to the University of Toronto, 1981), p. 236. See also
al-Kindi, Rastl'il al-Kindi, vol. 1, pp. 97, 172 and 173.
Rasa'il, vol. 4, pp. 261-3, 268.
Fu'ad 'Abd al-Baqi, al-Mu'jam al-mufahras li-alfa~ al-Qur'an alkarim bi-bashiyat al-M~baf al-sharif (Cairo: Dar al-ijadith,
1987), s.v. al-albab.
Ibid., s.v. tatafakkarim, yatafakkarun.
Ibid.
Ibid., s.v. yatafakkaron.
Ibid., s.v. ta'qilun.
Ibid.
Ibid, s.v. ya'qilun.
Ibid., s.v. yatadhakkarun.
Basing his argument on several verses of the Qur'an, Arberry has
argued that a rational discussion of religious truths was opened by
the prophets. Arberry, Revelation and Reason, pp. 12- 15.
Encyclopedia of Religion, ed. Mircea Eliade (New York: Macmillan
Publishing Company, 1987), s.v. Reason, by Henry Leroy Finch.
Rasa'i~ vol. 4, p. 180, it states:
ulJ ~'J j..h .~,J .:i....w ~J..,a.i..J .~,J .!.ll..... 1...--- ~J ~'J ~· .t,/:11 .J~•
.~1_,.!-..:....ii:.:-1

98

Qur'an 42:15; translation is by M. Asad, The Message of the
Qur'tln, p. 742.

99

100

101
102

103
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It states: "We make no distinction between any of them [i.e. we
regard them all as true prophets of God]." See Qur'an 2:136, 285;
3:84; M. Asad, The Message of the Qur'an, p. 28.
It states: "Unto every one of you have We appointed a [different]
law and way of life. And if God had so willed, He could surely have
made you all one single community: but [He willed it otherwise] in
order to test you by means of what He has vouchsafed unto you.
Vie, then, with one another in doing good works! Unto God you
all must return: and then He will make you truly understand all
that on which you were wont to differ." Qur'an 5:48; M. Asad, The
Message of the Qur'an, pp. 153-4.
Qur'an 2:62; 5:69.
Alludes to the Qur'an 80:15-16. It refers to the "preserved tablet"
(al-lawb al-mal;lfo~). kept pure and uncorrupted from the hands of
evil spirits, and touched only by the angels. It was the source of all
revealed books. AI-Tabari, Jami' al-bayan fi tafsir al-Qur'an
(Beirut: Dar al-Jil, n.d.), vol. 30, p. 34; al-Tabrisi, Majma' al-baytln
fi tafsir al-Qur'an, ed. al-Sayyid Hashim al-Rasiili al-MilQallati
(Sharikat al-Ma'arif al-Islamiyya, 1379 [1959-60]), vol. 5, p. 438.
Rasa'i~ vol. 4, pp. 41-2, it states:
I~ ')J ,._,All.;r 4l5 IJ~} •r_,L.ll.;r ~ IJ•l.t ':1 uf •JW ..UI ~.l,!-1 d:.JI_r)' ~
.;t .!ll:.J ·~ r_,L.l' ~J 4IsJ.};-1 ~.i..J ~~; .,~
..,...i.. Js
~ •lPo4J lof>U. <lo..f"T Jl ~jl.;r ,.,u.JIJ -.,:J-1 t..r4 ..:..1•_,..-)1 ~ .J _)i.JI Y'
L:..p uf ... ~IJ ~J ·~~IJ ~J ·~IJ l.Y .;r 4is' </ ..!...,>- .;r ~I~ '~J

..,_.,.ll,

..:..W.~)I .:r

u..'.lUi1J

.~, wt Js ~'

,..,_.,.ll,.:r

..,A)1 t...b-1

:..,..:S' ~)

.:r ;:._,...t..

j:... ,~ ..UI ..:..1_,1.... ••\,;~1 4.! ..:...l.. ~I l.l;--:11 ~~ ..f"':/IJ ! ..:.A,.,,J.JIJ
!~I ;IJ""~I .;r ~ I..J ,aSJ-jj.l .;r !/'}4 4,;~ ;:,_rUI .1,;~1 ...;........ .;r t.._..<.J .Jli _,A]IJ
rwtJ ,.!l')l.;~' ...,..,-; .:r .J':/1 ~ ~ ~.&• ..:..1• _,.,. )' J~l;_,... ~J ,..,.,w, ..,AJ1 .!.Jt!h:

.M)'IJ 01;_,:11

~I ~I

UJAlJ.I

':ll ~ ':1 ~~~)'I ._,All C9

t.PIJ I ...

. ... ~ijlJ 4-t.:..lJ "'_,.ell.!''_,.,. ~J

...,SI~I..:..l)T"J ·~J_,JI
f l f ~,..... (,S.l,!~ ~

•!J.r.

104 See for example Rasa'i~ vol. 3, p. 145; vol. 4, pp. 167-8, where the
aforementioned things are summarized, p. 283; vol. 3, p. 246; vol.
4, p. 42.
105 Rasa'i~ vol. 2, pp. 306-7.
106 Rasa'i~ vol. 2, p. 307.
107 Rasa'i~ vol. 1, pp. 156-7.
108 I. R Netton, Muslim Neoplatonists: An Introduction to the Thought
of the Brethren of Purity (Ikhwan al-$afa') (London: George Allen
& Unwin, 1982), pp. 54-5.
109 Rasa'i~ vol. 2, pp. 284, 367; vol. 3, p. 161.
110 Rasa'il, vol. 4, p. 168.

130
111
112
113
114

115

116

117
118
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Stanley Lane-Poole, Studies in a Mosque (Beirut: Khayats, 1966},
p. 207.
For references see Netton, Muslim Neoplatonists, p. 126, n. 159.
The story is cited in the Rasa>il, vol. 4, pp. 291-2.
Rasa>i~ vol. 2, p. 266.
Quran 21:69; M. Asad, The Message of the Qur'an, p. 495. Asad
states in the footnote that the Qur>an does not state that Abraham
was actually thrown into the fire and miraculously kept alive in it.
Contrarily, the phrase "God saved him from fire" in 29:24
indicates the fact of his not having been thrown into it. Muslim
stories embellished by the classical commentators are traced back
to Talmudic legends. Rasa>il, vol. 1, pp. 376-7. For a similar
explanation see al-Tabari, Jami' al-baytln fi tafsir al-Qur'dn, vol.
17, pp. 32-3.
Hebrew-English Edition of the Babylonian Talmud, tr. H.
Freedman, ed. I. Epstein (London: Soncino Press, 1967); Netton,
Muslim Neoplatonists, p. 126, n. 168.
Rasa>i~ vol. 4, pp. 292-3; Genesis 30:25-43. In the present edition
of the Rasa>il it is attributed to the second book of the Torah,
which is an error as this story is found in chapter 30 of Genesis,
the first book of the Pentateuch and the Old Testament. It should
be noted that strictly speaking the term Torah is used for the
Pentateuch, however in a wider sense it is applied to the Old
Testament.
Rasa>n vol. 4, pp. 28-32.
Lootfy Levonian, "The Ikhwan al-~afa> and Christ," Muslim World
35 (1945}, p. 27. The Rasa>il, like the Nestorians, emphasize
Christ's humanity (ndsut) rather than his divinity (ltlhut). It was
Christ's humanity that was crucified and his human body was
found missing when the tomb was opened. The Ikhwan's
statement that Christ was crucified, and was buried and the
implication that he rose from the dead is in sharp contrast to the
Quranic assertion, which states: However, they did not slay him,

and neither did they crucify him, but it only seemed to them [as if it
had been] so. Quran 4:157; Asad, The Message of the Qur'an,
p. 134. AI-Tabari, Tafsir al-Tabari, ed. Ma}.tmiid Mul)ammad
Shakir and Al?.mad Mul)ammad Shakir, 2nd ed. (Cairo: Dar alMa'arif, 1969-}, vol. 9, pp. 367-78. The Ikhwan's emphasis in the
story is on the soul's immortality.
119 For the traditional accounts of the earliest converts see W.
Montgomery Watt, Muhammad at Mecca (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1953), pp. 86- 99.
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120 Rasa>i~ vol. 4, p. 16.
121 Compare Luke 2:41-50; Netton, Muslim Neoplatonists, p. 55.
122 Rasa>i~ vol. 2, p. 284; vol. 3, p. 485; vol. 4, p. 30. Miracles, such as
speaking in the cradle, healing the blind and the leper, etc. are
mentioned also in the Quran 5:110- 15.
123 This view is repeated several times. See for example, Rasa>n vol. 2,
p. 141; vol. 3, p. 12; vol. 4, p. 16.
124 Rasa'i~ vol. 4, pp. 29-30.
125 The Gospel of Philip, tr. from the Coptic by R. Wilson (London,
1962), p. 39; Netton, Muslim Neoplatonists, p. 57.
126 Rasa>i~ vol. 4, pp. 58, 175. Quran 26:81-6 is cited as evidence. It
states: "The Sustainer of all the worlds, who has created me and is
the One who guides me . . . He who will cause me to die and then
bring me back to life . . . 0 my Sustainer! Endow with the ability
to judge with the righteous . . . and place me among those who
shall inherit the garden of bliss!" Asad, The Message of the Qur'dn,
pp. 565-6.
127 Rasd'i~ vol. 4, pp. 58, 175. Qur>an 12:101 is cited as evidence. It
states: "0 my Sustainer! Thou hast indeed bestowed upon me
something of power, and hast imparted unto me some knowledge
of the inner meaning of happenings ... Let me die as one who has
surrendered himself unto Thee, and make me one with the
righteous!" Asad, The Message of the Qur'an, p. 353.
128 Rasa>i~ vol. 4, pp. 34- 6, 58, 175. Pythogoras' al-Risala aldhahabiyya (The Golden Epistle) containing his counsels for the
initiate is referred to. See also Netton, Muslim Neoplatonists,
pp. 15-16; Marquet, Les "Freres de Ia purete": Pythagoriciens de

l'Islam.
129

Rasa'i~

vol. 4, pp. 34-5, 58, 73-4, 175, 271 (It refers to Plato's
dialogue Phadeo, which gives an account of Socrates' last hours
and where the talk had turned on the immortality of the soul.)
130 Rasa>il, vol. 4, p. 35. Plato's doctrine of the soul remains one of the
perplexing puzzles in his philosophy. He believed in the
imperishability of the soul (psyche) and discussed the question
of the immortality of the human soul in the sense of the survival of
human consciousness after death. See Plato: The Collected
Dialogues, pp. xx-xxi.
131 Rasa'il, vol. 4, pp. 35, 271. A spurious Aristotelian treatise entitled
Risdlat al-tu.ffaba (The Book of the Apple) is referred to. It was also
known in the West by its Latin tide Tradatus de porno et morte
incliti principis philosophorun Aristotelis. See Netton, Muslim
Neoplatonists, p. 31.
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Rasa'i~ vol. 4, p. 175. The story was translated from Pahlavi into

Arabic by Ibn al-Muqaffa'. Ef, s.v. Bilawhar wa-Yudasaf, by D. M.

Lang.
133
134

135
136
137
138

139
140
141
142
143
144
145

See n. 117 above.
Rasa'it vol. 4, pp. 58, 175. The Prophet's saying referred to states:
"Verily, tomorrow you will arrive at the Pond (bawt!)." For the
traditions see A. J. Wensinck, Concordance et Indices de la
Tradition Musulmane (Leiden: E. J, Brill, 1992), s.v. l;t-w-4.
Rasa'i~ vol. 4, pp. 33, 75.
Rasa'il, vol. 4, pp. 270-1.
._...l,oll ~'JJI .:r-; Rasa'i~ vol. 2, p. 206.
Jl_,.ll 4! ~
.:>l.r-1 (i.e. an Iranian from Iraq). Rasa'i~ vol. 2, p. 278.
The term Iranshahr is applied to the country of Iran (keshvar-e
Iran) during the Sasanid period, which included Iraq. Mul;tammad
Mu'in, Farhang-i Parisi (Tehran: Amir Kabir, 1963-73), s.v.
lranshahr.
~..ur i.Jl.rr .:r- ..cil ~~ .:r- J.o.J· Rasa'il, vol. 2, p. 281.
J.llr! Jl .:r- ,;;1? •rw..JI y.t .:r- J.o.J· Ibid., vol. 2, p. 282.
~~ Jl .:r- ,;;ltr J.o.J. Ibid., vol. 2, p. 284.
.,r-} •v4J .:r- J.o. J· Ibid., vol. 2, p. 285.
.;,uJI ~~ .:r- •rJJI J.of .:r- J.o.J • Ibid., vol. 2, p. 286.
y ~~ .:r- ,.;,1...1? y.t .:r- J.o.J· Ibid. vol. 2, p. 289.
Ibid., vol. 2, p. 376, it reads:

*'

,..,.....lll ~I <.;,~-Ill ~_,.JI ,-,._,.JI <,S"'JWI .,.....,:-11 •._f.l.ll .,W.WI ,_,.,:1-1 rWI .!).]~ ~

rW

152 For example see ibid., vol. 4, pp. 14-15.
153 Ibid., vol. 3, pp. 170-1; Netton, Muslim Neoplatonists, pp. 93- 4.
154 Rasa'i~ vol. 3, pp. 167-8; Netton, Muslim Neoplatonists, pp. 93- 4.
155 The Arabic proverb cited is: bu. 4i}J 'J! ~u. .:r- Lo (literally, there is no

calamity but above it is a greater calamity). See E. Lane, ArabicEnglish Lexicon (London: Islamic Text Society, 1984; reprint of
156

147
148

149

150
151

See for example Rasa'i~ vol. 1, pp. 139, 209,235 (Persian verses are
cited); vol. 1, p. 292; vol. 2, p. 280; vol. 3, pp. 495, 496 (names of
Persian kings are mentioned).
Rasa'i~ vol. 1, p. 292; Kitab Zardasht is referred to.
Ibid., vol. 3, pp. 495, 496; it states:
.;,I .!.l.l~J '.r' \'4 'Jlt.o..~>-~ r'} 'J ,.;,t._,; .;,1_,.,.1 .;,~..UIJ .!.illl .:>! :.c:;,..J .;.. _;.!.~)._..._,ill .!.lLo Ju
.._...)> .:r- .;,~.ill~ 'JJ ... r.Jol.+' .u ..t-t 'J w ,....}> .!.ill'J .!.illl .;.1 .;..~..u'
See also Netton, Muslim Neoplatonists, p. 129, n. 98.
Rasa'i~ vol. 4, pp. 20-2, 315-27 (malik al-Furs, or maliku" min
muluk al-Furs); ibid., vol. 2, pp. 460-1 (maliku" min al-muluk,
bakimu" min al-bukama'); ibid., vol. 3, pp. 82-3 (min awlad almuluk); ibid., vol. 3, pp. 173-6 (ba'4 muluk al-Hind ); ibid., vol. 3,
pp. 315-19 (anna malik"").
See for example, Rasa'i~ vol. 3, pp. 82-3; vol. 4, pp. 14-16, 148-57,
162- 4. See n. 132 above.
See for example ibid., vol. 4, pp. 152- 64.

1863-77), s.v. t-m-m.
It ends with:...!...,> .:r- l_,....l:t .u{)..:.t ..l.iJ

,L:....&;~ ~ Lo ._.-!! :..,-,] ~ .:>4)J' .:.JW

.viJ:J'~r

157
158

Makdisi, Rise of Humanism, p. 48.
Ahmad Shalaby, History of Muslim Education (Beirut: Dar alKashshaf, 1954), pp. 16-23; A. L. Tibawi, Islamic Education: Its

traditions and modernization into the Arab national systems

159

.)_,...!I ,;~1 'i..cll •r#l o)ll_,.ll ,.!_WI ..,-WJI ,~1.,.....-11 ,p.il ,;;lpll ,..,..1~\'1 .jl_,.ll
.....J}..J.I .p-J~1 ''i!JI ,;;4')1 ,J')\.,:.~1 .}Jll ,i_.....JI
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133

160
161
162
163

(London: Luzac & Company, 1979; reprint of 1972), pp. 23-6.
Based on some historical evidence Makdisi suggests that besides
teaching "the literary arts," at times, the maktab also provided a
higher level of education and even functioned as a "finishing
school," whose graduates continued their studies on their own, or
took up private apprenticeship with a master. Makdisi, Rise of
Humanism, pp. 48- 9; idem, The Rise of Colleges: Institutions of
Learning in Islam and the West (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University
Press, 1981), p. 19.
Abu 'AbdAllah Mul;tammad b. Abroad al-Khwarizmi, Mafatib al'ulum (Cairo: Idarat al-tiba'a al-Muniriyya, 1342/1923- 4), p. 4.
The term "literary arts" is used by Makdisi. Other Arabic terms
used are: al-adab, al-adab, al-adabiyyat, 'ilm al-adab, al-'ulum aladabiyya, 'ilm al-lisan or 'ulum al-lisan. It included philology, i.e.
grammar and lexicography; poetry, with the sciences of metrics
and rhyme; rhetoric, as applied to letter-writing and speechwriting; history; and moral philosophy, including proverbs and the
science of government. Other Arabic terms for the religious
sciences are al-'ulum al-shar'iyya or al-'ulum al-naqliyya (traditional sciences). Makdisi, Rise of Hunamism, pp. 88-96, 119- 52.
Makdisi, Rise of Humanism, pp. 109-10; EP, s.v. 'AbdAllah b. aleAbbas, by Veccia Vaglieri.
Makdisi, Rise of Humanism, p. 111; EP, s.v. Abu'l-Aswad alDu'ali, by J. Fuck.
EP, s.v. Tha'lab, Abu'l-'Abbas Abmad, by Monique Bernards.
Yaqut, Mu'jam al-udaba': Irshad al-arib ila ma'rifat al-adib, ed.
Ibsan 'Abbas (Beirut: Dar al-Gharb al-Islami, 1993), vol. 2, p. 551;
it reads:
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:J Ju; •..,..w ""L,.J' !Jr

.J.;.s.

..:..£ :Ju ...u.~A .:.~1 ;:.. y.t ..!J~ J

dJjW .!..t~4 .!..t~l y~>...,..f ~IJ ,IJjl.ii Wl4 ..WI ~~ ~IJ <IJjw .:J\_;.14 ui_,A.il

164

165

166

167

!Or\'1 .j ._\b. iJ~ \... t;_..:. .:..,.li •J_,..s-J -i-tY. uf ..:.J;.:.:.IJ
See also Makdisi, Rise of Colleges, p. 76; English translation is by
Makdisi with slight modification.
Al-Khwarizmi, Mafatil;l al-'ulitm, p. 4; other Arabic terms areal'ulum al-'aqliyya (rational sciences), or al-'ulum al-ghayr alshar'iyya. See also Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture.
It should be noted that the efforts to classify the sciences in Islam
began with al-Kindi. His efforts were based on the Aristotelian
division into theoretical, practical and productive as given by
Porphyry in the Isagoge. S. H. Nasr, Science and Civilization in
Islam (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1968), p. 60.
Ibn al-Nadim, Kittlb al-Fihrist, ed. Riqa Tajaddud (Tehran:
Maktabat al-Asadi, 1971), pp. 3-5. Ten chapters are organized
as follows: (i) Languages and Writings, (ii) Grammarians and
Philologists, (iii) History, Biography and Genealogy, (iv) Poetry
and Poets, (v) al-Kaltlm and al-Mutakallimin, (scholastic theology
and the theologians) (vi) Fiqh, Fuqaha) Qurisprudence and the
jurists) and Mubaddithun (transmitters of traditions), (vii)
Philosophy and Ancient Sciences, (viii) asmdr, khurdftlt, 'azd)im,
sibr (nightly conversation, fairy tales, talismans, casting of spells),
(ix) al-madhahib wa)l-i'tiqadat (the l:larraniyya, Kaldaniyya,
SabPa), (x) Alchemists.
His organization of knowledge is divided into two discourses:
Islamic sciences ('ulum al-shan~a) and what is associated with
them of al-'ulum al-'arabiyya; and foreign sciences ('ulitm al'ajam min al- Yunan wa-ghayrihim min al-umam). The first
discourse consists of six sections: (i) jurisprudence (fiqh); (ii)
philosophical/scholastic theology (kalam), it includes Islamic,
Christian and Jewish sects; (iii) Arabic language and grammar
(nabw); (iv) the art of writing in various chanceries [al-kittlba wa-]
kuttab; (v) poetry and metrics (al-shi'r wa'l-'ari'lt/); (vi) history (alakhbar). The second discourse consists of nine sections: (i)
philosophy; (ii) logic (Isagoge plus eight books of Aristotle); (iii)
medicine; (iv) arithmetic; (v) geometry; (vi) astronomy; (vii)
music; (viii) biyal (devising instruments for pulling heavy weight
with little power, etc.) (ix) alchemy. Al-Khwarizimi, Mafatlb al'ulum, pp. 4-5.
It was al-Khwarizmi's classification of sciences that prevailed
during the later centuries of Islamic history. In his Greek Thought,
Arabic Culture, pp. 166- 75, Gutas has clarified the misconception
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generated by I. Goldziher that Islamic orthodoxy was opposed to
the Greek sciences. However, it is undeniable that a strong
antagonism toward foreign sciences was one of the reasons for the
gradual decline of science and philosophy from the curriculum of
medieval Islamic education. This is amply borne out by Fazlur
Rahman's remark in his Islam and Modernity: Transformation of
an Intellectual Tradition (Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1982), p. 33, wherein he states:
But the most fateful distinction that came to be made in the
course of time was between the "religious sciences" ('ulum
shar'iya) or "traditional sciences" ('ulum naqliya) and the
"rational or secular sciences" ('ulum 'aqliya or ghayr shar'iya),
toward which a gradually stiffening and stifling attitude was
adopted. There are several reasons for this perilous development.
168 For the physician Ibn But).an see Ibn Abi U~aybi'a, 'Uyun al-anbd)
fi tabaqat al-atibba), ed. Nizar Riqa (Beirut: Dar Maktabat all:layat, 1965), pp. 325-8; EP, s.v. Ibn But].an, by J. Schacht.
169 For example the Arabic reads:
~. .J' c_J.f-'J •ru Jl ~~ Jb. ..:r' J?'J ._....&.;)1-,..t~ Jr ,J~':i' c~IJ ._....&.;)1 -,..t~
<J ... ~~ c: ~ .l:jr c: ~~ .J •#'J r'J-Il'J .L<,JI .!.ll~ Jl:.:l •;_,.1l4 Ja.il' Jl•j.il'
JL.S:JIJ ,~I..UI .L&,!IJ ,~1 <.1')\.,l,.IJ ,.s_pS:JI o•l.....ll Jl t_),ll J~)rl C~IJ IJ".ti'll -,..t~
._,o>'':il

170 ~; J .;- ........, .....;.;- ..:r' ; it is repeated at several places.
171 4; ~;r ~ ~A Rasd)il, vol. 1, p. 76; 4, p. 231; al-Risala aljami'a, 1, pp. 497-8; see also n. 87 above. We could not trace this
tradition in the Sunni badith collections, however it circulated
widely in the works ofYamani Isma'ilis, see Ismail Poonawala, ed.,
al-Sultan al-Khattab: I;layatuhu wa-shi'ruhu, 2nd ed. (Beirut: Dar
al-Gharb al-Islami, 1999), pp. 437-8.
172 Al-Risala al-jamica, vol. 1, p. 64 (.;,t_,;..t <;_r .:JJ• uW'f' r~ .:r j.oLl:-1 iJj).
173 Rasa)il, vol. 4, p. 217; it reads:
·1$~ ;_,.l4J

•.J"J rDl,i ..!lt..lt ,;r- u"-< ;_,.!1 .,1' a.i;J.IJ

,~I;J.I ~yo j.-)1 u! ~IJ

174 Rasa)i~ vol. 1, pp. 75-6.
175 Rasa)il, vol. 1, p. 266; al-Risiila al-jami'a, vol. 1, p. 219. Marquet
(La philosophie des I!Jwan al-Safa), pp. 295- 6) translates them as:
Les Sciences Pratiques, Les Sciences Juridiques and Les Sciences
Philosophiques, ou Sciences des Realites.
176 Miskawayh states that al-tatayyur (auguring evil from birds'
movements) is forbidden by the shan~a, but not al1a>l. AlTawQidi and Miskawayh, al-Hawamil wa'l-shawamil, pp. 200- 1.
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There are several al:uidith that approve of al-Ja>J. Wensinck,
Concordance et Indices de Ia Tradition Musulmane, s.v. f->-1.
Rasa>it vol. I, pp. 266-7; al-Risala al-jami'a, vol. I, p. 220.
The Imams, the successors of the prophets, are the most qualified
in it.
A~bilb al-badith are meant here.
In al-Kindi's Rasa'il al-Kindi, vol. 1, pp. 364, 369-70, 376, 378, this
word is spelled 'ilm al-riyacjat and at one place as al-riyacjilt wa'lta'alim. In arranging the Aristotelian corpus al-Kindi stresses the
importance of these sciences for the study of philosophy. He is
said to have composed a treatise on 'ilm al-riyacjiyyat emphasizing
its importance (..::..l,..#~)l ~ ':.'JlJ...J.&JI Jw ':.' .;I .J .:IL..1) . Ibn al-Nadim,
Kitab al-fihrist, p. 316; Ibn Abi U~aybi'a, 'Uyim al-anba>, p. 289.
This fourfold division of the philosophical sciences is also given at
the beginning of the first epistle, see Rasa>it vol. I, p. 49. This
division closely resembles that of the Aristotelian corpus given by
al-Kindi. Al-Kindi, Rasa>iJ al-Kindi, vol. I, pp. 364-5.
Rasa>it vol. 1, pp. 267- 8; al-Risilla al-jami'a, vol. I, pp. 223-5. The
fourfold division of mathematical sciences is derived from the
Pythagorean school and was continued in the quadrivium
curriculum of the Middle Ages. Miskawayh follows the same
division, see al-Tawl).idi and Miskawayh, al-Hawamil wa'lshawamil, p. I62. Netton, Muslim Neoplatonists, p. II. In alKindi, Rasa>iJ al-Kindi, vol. 1, pp. 369-70, 376-8, the four
categories are:
...A,,\:liJ ( ...

. .:>1~1

..,..15 C;!LJIJ ,..:,l,.:JI

I86 Rasa>;t vol. I, p. 272; it states:
t~L:.aJI ~J •J-:liJ .!J )-IJ •;JJ.!IJ t_l,-JIJ ..,..IJ-111 <..I.- J ,i)o.,JIJ .;..kJI ~ .!1JJ5 J

...::..~l..)j..:.l.&---1

rL-..'YI

It should be noted that al-Kindi (Rasa>iJ al-Kindi, vol. I, pp. 364- 5,
368) lists a third category of Aristotle's works described as t__,:ll t.;IJ
c: ..u.. .11 ... ll •rl-'YI Jl c~ _,;, ..1~ wu •...,w1 .:.r ~ .:>lf ¥ ..!.Jl!ll
U...l_,l.l t_lyl ~~ L4

-i..1_,.

(those things that exist by themselves independent of matter).
They are:
••_,....;J _,....11

I87

J). ..,..15J

,l.J2.i.IIJ

r.rl'

..,..15 ._,....,...s1J ._;.;-1 ..,..15 ·~' ..,..15

In Aristotle it is metaphysics {..::..t,..,WI ~ u. ..,..15 ). Al-Kindi, Rasa>iJ
al-Kindi, vol. I, pp. 368-9, 372- 6. After it al-Kindi lists Aristotle's
books on ethics, especially the Nicomachean Ethics. It is worth
noting that following the classification of Aristotle's corpus, which
he describes as human sciences (al-'ulilm al-insaniyya) that could
be acquired by human endeavor, he adds four pages on the divine
science (al-'ilm al-ilahi). He adds that the latter is higher than the
former sciences, and cannot be obtained through mental exercise
of mathematical and logical sciences, but it is revealed by God to
the prophets. He states:

~A~

':JJ ~ ':.'J -,...11. ~ ~'fl ~I ... ~J .AJI ._Js:;J ~ <,;W'fl r#'
-;il. ~.;I ,i_..,s- i,U: Jl.u) j... ,WI~ ~,S.lll ~ .!ll ..::..1_,1... i-JI ~ ~Loj ':.'J
--*""' ,Jl.i j... '""'';! C: J. ,yl.oy, ':.'J ~~J ..:..L[-.~J__,;,~)4 ~ ':.'J ..;-.; ':JJ ~
.!ll .;.,I_,I... •J-- )l U.~ ~I ih .:J\i ..."'YL.. JJ .... L&!J o.J.j.A..JJ o-1,!~ J-ll ~;ll!J ~~
':.'J

r-W ...

The Isagoge of Porphyry was an introduction to Aristotelian logic.
EP, s.v. Furfo.riy\is (by R Walzer) and lsaghudji.
184 Rasa>it vol. I, pp. 268-9; al-Risala al-jtlmi'a, vol. I, pp. 225-8. The
titles of all treatises are misspelled in the printed editions, hence I
have listed the first five as they are arranged in vol. 1 of the Rasa>iJ,
epistles I 0 to I4. The five treatises listed in the text are: Poetics,
Rhetoric, Topics, Analytics and Sophistical Refutations. Al-Kindi
(Rasa>iJ al-Kindi, vol. I, pp. 365- 8) has listed all eight in the
following order: Categories, Peri Hermeneias, Prior Analytics,
Posterior Analytics, Topics, Sophistical Refutations, Rhetoric, and
Poetics.
ISS The sevenfold division of the physical sciences is the same as in alKindi, Rasa>iJ al-Kindi, vol. I, p. 368:
I83

..!.Jl!ll ,.L.-ll ..,..15 yl!ll •.,..,WI pll-1 ..,..15 4:.. Ji11 :..,..::5' ....,_..; ~ )1 ~I l..,.s' t.;l.;

..,..15 ..,..LJI ")>WI ..,..15 ~\;L.I •.J>}'liJ }4-1 .!JI..l>l ..,..15 C:/1)1 ••UIJ .:>}JI ..,..15

lf.iS"'.r J ..::..~1 ...,L-.,.1 >.Is J js:J1 ~ ~ ~ ~,S.lll) ~IJ <...cll J ,..WI ~

.....;.J.:,:.11J ~ ~jl.l '-'-"""J •.YI 4J}J , • .~s Jl >.ls ~ >~1 .;ll ...A,,\:!1
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I88
I89

.r,)l .:JJ> '~
Jl~J ,..::..1._,..._,!.1 ~ ~ 4 J •.:;;1~J ~J •Cs;l,l' '-'-""'
.>J"' }I .)--JJ ,, _,1:-1 ._,:..JuJ ,..::,!;_,l..:J.I
Ibid., vol. 1, p. 272; ... ~I.AA!I a..i.l1 .<,J.A.JI <J..-..,~1 .r"l_,,:.ll.l_,.... ~J •..:..1,!1>-J) ~

Rasa>iJ, vol. I, p. 272;

. ... ~ i)..UI rl-;u l..l.....:...11 •J,..I ,y o>j'hll ;_,...a)l <F'J

Ibid., VOl. 1, p. 273; ~I rL-..~I.j a.;UI (IJ;~IJ _,..,.c!ll.l_,....<F'J ,..:,I,JW:ll ~
~.J.J !l~;u lf;;bJ W '-'.J""J •.J>;'YI .J'.r' ~ JJ ¥1 .!).l.i)l .:J.J.! ,y ~IJ
190

. ..:..WI~

I9I
I92

Ibid., vol. 1, p. 273; see n. 58 above.
Ibid., vol. I, p. 274; ,y r_IJJ~' .!JI.o.,JI WJ

4-'I..,JI WJ ... ..,.SI_,s:.tl

•..s.r'YI oWl .,_.Lo l.l_,.... ~J .. w.1 ~

r

r
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Ibid, vol. I, p. 290; it states:
.:J! JUtJ .o J~ j... £5;1.,)1 ~ ~,S.lJI ~I ~l....J~

.;.l.:ll
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See also A. L. Tibawi, "Further Studies on Ikhwan a!J-Safa," Islamic
Quarterly 20-2 (1978), pp. 61-2.
194 RastPil, vol. 1, p. 290; .;.1 JW .01 .Jl :Ju .;I ~J ~ .01 ~ ..J' ,r c.fJJJ
~..j~I~L,.:o.ll
195 Ibid., vol. 1, p. 290; ull. ...,_...; ~'i4 4;,!.:11 4'1 U....WI ~ ..) J,i 1..1..o j>.-1 oJ'J

political philosophy. Mahdi's account of al-Farabi as the founder
of Islamic political philosophy is quite persuasive. He states that in
the scheme of al-Farabi metaphysics does not simply crown the
sciences, rather it becomes a preface to political science; and
political science studies everything that is necessary for the
realization of virtue and happiness and their preservation. It is in
this sense that jurisprudence and theology are included in political
science that deals with the questions of prophecy, divine law and
revelation, for these are seen in terms of realization rather than
simply as theoretical matters. Mahdi, Alfarabi and the Foundation
of Islamic Political Philosophy, pp. 4-5, 6, 7, 57.
204 A. L. Tibawi, Islamic Education: Its Traditions and Modernization
into the Arab National Systems (London: Luzac & Company,
1979), pp. 29, 37-9; idem, "Philosophy of Muslim Education," in
The Year Book of Education (London: Published in association
with the University of London, Institute of Education and
Teachers College, Columbia University by Evans Brothers,
1957), pp. 84, 88; idem, "Muslim Education in the Golden Age
of the Caliphate," Islamic Culture, xxviii, p. 429.
205 The term maktab is used in the early centuries of Islamic history
while the term kuttiib is used during the later period. Kuttab is
generally an elementary school for the teaching of reading and
writing, penmanship, Arabic grammar and arithmetic. Some
authorities distinguish between this type of kuttab and another
type in which Qur'an and elementary religious sciences were
taught. For details see Ahmad Shalaby, History of Muslim
Education (Beirut: Dar al-Kashshaf, 1954), pp. 16-23; in the
supplement to the book, the author has given a brief sketch of
Ismacili doctrines and the efforts of the Fatimid dynasty to
propagate them. See also Tibawi, Islamic Education, pp. 26, 27;
idem, "Some Educational Terms in Rasa'il Ikhwiin a$-$afa',"
Islamic Quarterly 5 (1959), pp. 55-60; Makdisi, The Rise of
Humanism, pp. 48- 50.
206 Rasa'i~ vol. 4, pp. 51-2; it states:
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This definition is repeated several times.
Ibid., vol. 1, p. 290; see also Tibawi, Islamic Education, p. 39; idem,
"Further Studies on Ikhwim a!J-Safa," p. 62.
Rasa'i~ vol. 4, p. 172.
It means a preliminary course of study that precedes more
advanced instruction.
Al-Farabi, Ib~ii' al-'ulum, p. 53; chapter five is translated by Fauzy
Najjar, "The Enumeration of the Sciences," in Medieval Political
Philosophy, pp. 22-30. See also David Reisman, "Al-Farabi and the
philosophical curriculum," in Peter Adamson and Richard Taylor,
eds., The Cambridge Companion to Arabic Philosophy (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2005), pp. 52-71.
It reminds us of the debate between Abu Bishr Matta, a prominent
logician of his day, and Abu Sacid al-Sirafi, a grammarian, that
occurred in Baghdad in 326/937-8 and is recorded by Abu I:Iayyan
al-Tawl].idi in his al-Imtac wa'l-mu'iinasa, ed. Al].mad Amin and
AQmad al-Zayn, 2nd edn. (Cairo: Lajnat al-ta'lif wa'l-tarjuma
wa'l-nashr, [1953]), vol. 1, pp. 107- 29. For its summary in English,
see Fakhry, A History of Islamic Philosophy, pp. 183- 4.
Al-Farabi, Ib$ii' al-culum, p. 53; Fakhry, A History of Islamic
Philosophy, pp. 112-16; Nasr, Science and Civilization, pp. 60-2
(there are a number of translation errors). The physician Ibn
But}an (d. 460/1068) offers three major divisions of the sciences
that had developed among the Muslims by the middle of the third/
ninth century: the Islamic sciences; the philosophical and natural
sciences; and the literary arts. See Ibn Abi U~aybi'a, cuycm alanba', p. 327; Makdisi, The Rise of Colleges, p. 75.
Al-Farabi, Ib$ii' al-'ulum, pp. 132-8; see also Fakhry, A History of
Islamic Philosophy, p. 116.
To be fair to al-Hirabi it should be stated that in his /b$1i' al-'ulum,
he does not explain the relationship between political philosophy,
on the one hand, and jurisprudence and theology, on the other.
However, he clarifies that relationship in his Kitiib al-milla (Book
of Religion), pp. 69-76. For further details the reader is referred to
Muhsin Mahdi's Alfarabi and the Foundation of Islamic Political
Philosophy where he has analyzed and interpreted al-Farabi's
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Ibid., vol. 4, p. 52; it states:
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It is followed by a lengthy discussion about those who are blessed

214 A. Sprenger, "Notices of some copies of the Arabic work entitled

with wealth but not knowledge, and those who are blessed with
knowledge but not wealth, and those who are blessed with neither
of the two but endowed with good character, pure souls and sound
hearts without corrupt beliefs.
208 Rasa)i~ vol. 4, pp. 57, 173-4.
209 Rasil)il, vol. 4, p. 50; it reads:
.JIS'J ,!l..l.J., yl !l..lliJ ul L.S' •4-~ .i..J •lfl~ ..,..,..J ,.!J,.....&:l yl .>l:..~IJ ~151 ~IJ
.;,I .!.l].>J .i_;~JJ i;.t"' !1~1 .!l..L...J ,~IJ.,.,.o,. i;.t"' !l~f !l..lliJ 5! .!.l].>J .t>yr} t,.,...

Rasayilikhwan al-C;afal," Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal

.... I)IJ ~-4~1J ;J.r-liJ o.l.uiJ ~~ JtJ. ~..lflJ ,....;;~.14 4-J.PJ •r,W4 .!.l-.i; '-'Lt ~~
4.i .)WI .,...U.. Jl !l..l.!o.1" J ..!J.J.I" J ,l,i..lll ;I• .j !\J.,.,.o,. u:fj t,.,... .JIS' !141 51 L.S' ,l.j..l..o_rll

~•\A ,f..l.,.lo; W.. .!J..1 )~.;,I .!li; ._....1 4 j...> . ~~ ~\.... .J')(....)IJ _.,;.:IIJ .l.:..&ll ;b../' ~I
. ~\...JI ..Jl..U Js- .Ui _f..!.IJ , f..~t..l..

See also Tibawi, "Some Educational Terms," p. 59; idem, Islamic
Education, p. 39. A saying ascribed to Pythagoras states: "Fathers
are the cause of life, but philosophers are the cause of the good
life." D. Gutas, Greek Wisdom Literature in Arabic Translation: A
Study of the Graeco-Arabic Gnomologia (New Haven, CT:
American Oriental Society, 1975), pp. 70, 71.
210 Rasil)i~ vol. 1, pp. 346-55. All the ~adith collections begin with a
chapter on 'ilm and thousands of traditions are ascribed to the
Prophet. W ensinck, Concordance et Indices de Ia Tradition
Musulmane, s.v. '-1-m.
211 Rasil)i~ vol. 1, pp. 346-7. It is a long tradition; the beginning reads:
,i.~ ~J .~ .u ....1u.:) u\0 ,~1 1_,..I.u :Jli .;I ~J ~ .,u,,;... ._v11 yo !$Jj L.
J~l w .;~ .~) ~~ .i.l!J ,lj.~.,p .; _,...l.t "1 J. ..!,WJ ··4>-- WIJ ·f::::-J.;}"I.LJ
•lrJI Js- j,J..lliJ '")!1 J ~I....JI J ,~ }IJ o.b-}I .j J-i JiiJ ,~\ ._b-. j~ J •ri}-IJ

t

It is a major part of the 22nd epistle entitled "On the manner of

the creation of animals and their species," and is the longest of all
the epistles. See Rastl)il, vol. 21, pp. 203-377. Ikhwan al-Safa

ascribed by tradition to Abu Sulaiman [al-Maqdisi] and others,
translated from the Arabic into Urdu by Ikram 'Ali: (Calcutta:
213

King of the ]inn: A Tenth-century Ecological Fable of the Pure
Brethren of Basra, translated from the Arabic with introduction
and commentary (Boston, MA: Twayne Publishers, 1978) .
219 Rasa)il, vol. 2, p. 205; here the number is given as 70, while on
page 298, the number is given as 72.
220 Qur)an 16:5-8; M. Asad, The Message of the Qur'an, p. 394.
221 For example see Qur)an 14:33; 16:12; M. Asad, The Message of the
Qur'an, pp. 377, 395.
222 Rasa)il, vol. 2, p. 209; it states:
~ f.,ZJ ""';_,.... tr- ... lai L. ~ Js- j..u W Jl"1•J i,w t,.,_ W5t :.;,-;"i' Jw
j..~t' I..Lo js- .w_,.;s. ul.....; J ,t:.._,.c; .IS'.>J ,u_r..l .;.J ,l!.:-1~ ••J><J ,~.;:.ou . .,...t...:;IJ ,l:K,..
.l:.l .1.,.- ~ J Y4) ~;;1 Js
223 Ibid., vol. 2, p. 210; it states:
Js- il'l• u§.:l ~~ o.l.o Js ~1_;... "1, ,;;_,...!l.!.ll; Js ~ L. ujL:: j... ,.,u, .;,~ ,.Js-',
....w .§JJ •.1.,.- \.:.;I Js- il"1• "~ ~lo.l.o Js lllj--J o;_,...!lo.a Js- ~ "1J ,..,..4) ("'f'l
... ;b..:o~l) ~ tfllj} J-J ... l:.l ~fo..LoJ ,~~~..I' ~I .!.1J; 5~ ~ .L.;ciiJ

~ J- •Jo;~l ~ ~ L:ilj) J- i11.1S:..J ... _r-!11 JJl:.; ~ J+-.l ~ ~li J-

4;s.

.....I;.:..JIJ
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17/i (1848), pp. 501-7; 17/ii (1848), pp. 183-202.
215 See note 13 above.
216 Godefroid de Callatay,Ikhwan al-Safa': A Brotherhood of Idealists
on the Fringe of Orthodox Islam (Oxford: One World, 2005).
217 Theodora Abel, "Psychological Themes in a lOth Century Arabic
Satire on Men and Animals," International Mental Health
Research Newsletter 13 ( 1971 ), pp. 2-4, 9-11.
218 Lenn Goodman, The Case of the Animals versus Man before the

Munshi Muhammad Taha, 1810).
Tuhfat Ichwan-oos-Suffa, in the original Arabic (u..JI ul_,...l ~).
revised and edited by Schuekh Ahmud-bin Moohummud
Schurwan-ool-Yummunee [Shaykh .AQmad b. Mul;lammad
Shurwan al-Yamani], with a short preface in English by T. T.
Thomason (Calcutta: Printed by P. Pereira at the Hindoostanee
Press, 1812).

.tya; W" ';' .. . JoJ~I ~

224

..,_!..JI JJI.:; ~

J+-.l i.-:.- l;;l..~jl

Quran 95: 4. M. Asad, The Message of the Qur'an, p. 961. Richard
Bell, The Qur'an: Translated, with a Critical Re-Arrangement of
the Surahs (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1960), vol. 2, p. 665,
translates fi a~an taqwim, as "most beautiful erect." Yusuf Ali,

The

Holy

Qur'an:

Text,

Translation

and

Commentary

(Washington, DC: The Islamic Center, reprint of the 3rd ed.
[1938]), p. 1759, translates "in the best of moulds."
225 Reference to Quran 3:7; M. Asad, The Message of the Qur'an,
p. 67.
226 Reference to Qur'an 16:43. Generally translated as "people of the
Remembrance" or "who have that knowledge" Asad translates it
"ask the followers of [earlier] revelation," The Message of the
Qur'iin, p. 400. He adds that the literal meaning is "reminder,"
because every divine message is meant to remind one of the truth.
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The people to be asked for enlightenment in this respect are
apparently the Jews and the Christians.
227 Rasii'il, vol. 2, pp. 211-14; it states:
.J=!.}. ,1;~..... "iJ !) ...41 "iJ Uli> "iJ ~1_,1.

l.:L..f.

t

,W,.t ~
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.~jllo 011_,....1;1 'J~I ~\..,),.1
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Fazlur Rahman, Major Themes of the Quran (Minneapolis:
Bibliotheca Islamica, 1980), pp. 17- 36.
Netton (Muslim Neoplatonists, p. 72) read this criticism of some
religious groups, especially Christianity, between the lines and out
of context.
Rasii)il, vol. 2, p. 374; it states:

.y (J)-IJ 'J_,.:..JIJ .!..A,J4 W l:i'J ..L,&-IJ" :Ju .. . y..U.I j.J.1 I,Sj~l .,..J.;I-1 ..!).):. ..l:$. rl.U
~~ 6,. J ._,..p _,All

u1 Js .:W.>

'-4>

<.:.. ..,..J
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Ibid., vol. 2, pp. 375- 6; it states:
.. ..~,, Jt.,.:.~IJ .~~J . ....... J~~J u.:~1, .wJ~~, .~,;~1 ~ . ~ I!S' .,1 ·.;,t_...l.!.l,
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Ibid., vol. 1, pp. 154, 180- 1; vol. 4, pp. 146, 186- 7, 190.
For the translation see n. 101 above.
It states: "Say: 'We believe in God, and in that which has been
bestowed from on high upon us, and that which has been
bestowed upon Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and
their descendants, and that which has been vouchsafed to all the
[other] prophets by their Sustainer: We make no distinction
between any of them. And it is unto Him that we surrender
ourselves."' Asad, The Message of the Quriin, p. 28.
Al-Sijistaru, Abu Sulayman al-Manpqi, Siwan al-bikma, ed cAbd
al-RaQman Badawi (Tehran, 1974), pp. 361- 2; he ascribes the
authorship of the Rasii)il to Abu Sulayman al-Maqdisi. See also S.
M. Stem, "New information about the authors of the 'Epistles of
the Sincere Brethren,'" Islamic Studies 3 (1964), pp. 405- 28.
Maribel Fierro, "Plants, Mary the Copt, Abraham, Donkeys and
Knowledge: Again on Batinism during the Umayyad Caliphate in
al-Andalus," in Biesterfeldt, Hinrich and Verena Klemm, eds.,

.. . r':>WI

Differenz und Dynamik im Islam: Festschrift fur Heinz Halm zum
70. Geburtsgag (Wiirzburg, Ergon-Verlag, 2012), pp. 125- 44. This

~ J ,._,.,l_,....l4 ~ J •.Y-4 ~ 0'/1 :~4 jl:-1 ~~ J .:.-Li\~1 ~\.,...,j ~ ..0l.it

article amends some previous errors of attribution of both the
Ghiiya and the Rutba and corroborates the arguments of Abbas
Hamdani for the early dating of the Rasa>U. See Susanne Diwald,

Ibid., vol. 2, p. 376; it states:
..!).):.

.JJ ... 0}-WI _r...,li ~L...>f J!-J ,.:,y:.:.Cl.l "< ~ (}'> L. Jl!.o4 5~ ,JJ...A]I
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The word in the text is 'arabiyyan (Arabian).
Ibid., vol. 2, pp. 376- 7; it states:

Arabische Philosophie und Wissenschaft in der Enzyklopadie Kitab
Jbwiin ~-Safii'. III: Die Lehre von Seele und Intellekt (Wiesbaden:
Otto Harrossowitz, 1975), pp. 15- 16; and Abbas Hamdani,
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"Brethren of Purity, A Secret Society for the Establishment of the
Fatimid Caliphate: New Evidence for the Early Dating of their
Encyclopaedia," in Marianne Barrucand, ed., L'Egypte Fatimide:
son art et son histoire (Paris: Presses de l'Universite de Paris,
1999), pp. 73-6.
Abu I:Iayyan al-Tawl).idi, Kitiib al-imtii' wa'l-muliinasa, vol. 2,
pp. 3-6. For the refutation see n. 13 above.
Poonawala, "Modem scholarship in Polemical Garb"; see n. 13
above.
Al-Bayhaqi, Kitiib tatimmat ~iwiin al-l;!ikma, ed. Muhammad Shafi
(Lahore: Punjab University Oriental Publications, 1351/1932-3),
p. 40. It is well known that Ibn Sinal's father and his brother were
lsma'ilis and a copy of the Rasalil was in the collection of his
father.
Ibid., p. 21.
Ibn al-Qifti, 'Ali b. Yusuf, Ta'rib al-l;!ukamii'. ed. Julius Lippert
(Leipzig: Dieterich'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1903), pp. 82-8.
al-Shahraz'iiri, Nuzhat al-arwab wa-rawclat al-afrab fi ta'rikh all;!ukamii' wa'l-faliisifa, ed. al-Sayyid Khurshid Al].mad (Hyderabad:
Dalirat al-Ma'arif al-'Uthmaniyya, 1976), vol. 2, p. 20.
See G. Fliigel, "Ober Inhalt und Verfasser der arabischen
Encyclopadie .u_,ll :J~ , u....JI "'r l jiL.J· i.e., die Abhandlungen der
aufrichtigen Briider und treuen Freunde," Zeitschrift der
Deutschen Morgenliindischen Gesellschaft 13 (1859), pp. 22- 4.
I:Iajji Khalifa, Kashf al-?unun 'an asiimi al-kutub wa'l-funun
(Istanbul: Wakalat al-Ma'arif, 1941-5), vol. 1, p. 902.
Istanbul six copies ('Atif Effendi MS 1681, Esad Effendi MS 3637,
Esad Effendi MS 3638, Feyzullah MS 2131, Koprulu MS 870,
Koprulu MS 871); Paris three (Bibliotheque Nationale MS 2303,
MS 2304, MS 6648); England five (British Museum MS OR 2359,
Bodleian MS 189, MS 296, MS Or 255, MS Or 260).
For its description see Diwald, Arabische Philosophie und
Wissenschaft, p. 29.
Seen. 13 above.
Al-Ghazali, Munqidh min al-e/alai, ed. and tr. Farid Jabr (Beirut:
Commision Intemationale pour Ia Traduction des Chefs d'oevre,
1959), p. 33 (Arabic pagination); p. 94 (French tr.); English tr.
Richard McCarthy, Freedom and Fulfillment: An Annotated

Translation of al-Ghaziili's al-Munqidh min al-e/alai and other
Relevant Works (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1980), p. 89.
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Universality has to do with universal comprehensiveness in range
or scope. Universality in historiography would then be a matter of
including the history of everything possible across time and space.
Ordinarily, this would tend to cross cultural boundaries, and there
would seem to be some kind of conceptual kinship between the
pre-modern genre of universal history and modem world history
projects. In historical thought and presentation universality might
be simply encyclopedic, or it might take the form of an allinclusive chronology from creation to the end of the world. In the
latter case it tends to be concerned with cosmology and the
geography of the world as well as with calculating the age of the
world or universe in years and with how much longer it is
expected to last. In practice, however, most universal histories
encompassed "the history of the universe from the moment of
creation until the lifetime of the author." 1
The genre of universal history appears to have originated in a
Christian combination of biblical with Babylonian and Egyptian
antiquities and the integration of different chronological systems
in order to work out the chronology of the events of primordial
history beginning with Adam. Sometimes this was joined to
commentaries on the six days of creation (Hexaemeron) and
included ideas about the origin of the arts and sciences and of
civilization in general.2 The incipient inclusiveness of this kind of
history lay in the use of non-biblical sources by Christians, and the
way it transcended cultures, languages and religions. But this was
mainly in terms of the heritage of the Hellenistic world; Christian
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